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ABSTRACT

English education in elementary schools is an innovation in Taiwan. In orderto

teaching,the purpose ofthis project is to discover the best solutions for currentEFL

instructional shortcomings in Taiwan. Thatis,the model ofthe dramatic process in this

projectaimsto provide a seriespfiiindvatiy^e teacMng cpnbepts and Strategicfor

teachers to identify their instructional problems,and to plan and evaluate their teaching
methods so that students can enjoy learning English.
a

firstchapter,the introductioti,^^^c^

a general idea ofthis project. The~Second chapter,the literature review,investigates the

theoretical concepts ofthis project. The third cimpter,fiie theoretical jSraniewOrlc,

provides the design and fimction Ofthe model based on the theoretical concepts in the
second chapter. Tlie fourth chapter,the curriculum design,explains the manner in which
the concepts ofthe model fitinto the curriculum. The fifth chapter,the assessment,

provides a method to evalimte the effectiveness ofthe instruction. Finally,the
appendices contain two units thatincorporate die model ofthe dramatic process.
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:^:.;; CHAPTE

In Taiwan^education is valued by both the governmentand bythe family. The

governmentrecognizes that its future as a democratic nation rests upon its entire citizeniy
being empowered with education;and it unabashedly acknpwledges thatits survivabilily

depends pn its workforce being globally competitive.

because English plays

an iniportahtrole on the international stage economically and politically,the government
and people of^eJRepublic Of0iina(Taiwan)valueEnglish teaching and learning.
abihty is tested on the very competitive hi^school and

university entrance examinations. Many parents send theirchildrento study Englishiri
special schools aftertheir regular classesin order to give them a head start.
Moreover,English isan international language,and since seventy-five percentof
the economy ofTaiwan relies on importand exporttrade,English has bwomethe most

iniportentforei^language in Taiwan; People who have a good command ofEnglish can

find a betterjobthan

do nothayej^

ability; Thus,learning English is

very common and popular in Taiwan.

Before 1995,English was arequired course for stud^ents beginning injunior hi^
schools;butin 1995,the Ministry ofEducation ofthe Republic ofChina chose ten

elementary schools in the school district ofTaipei City for an experimental program of
English teaching. One year later,over 25 elementary schools,which include the school
districts ofTmpei City and Taipei County,have En^ish classes. Thesuec^

coursesin those chosen schools has broughta revolution to English education in Taiwan.

However,foiloT^g upon

rapid growth dfEnglish classesin elementary schoolscame

challenges,such as the inadequacy ofqualified English teachers,lack ofunified

curriculum,and oversized classes. Asa result,students spend much time attending

English class,butthey dohotle;^as much asthey could
The ChallengeofEnglishInstructioh in Elementary Schools in

Lack ofInnovative Teaching Concepts
Until recently,teacher education in Taiwan has been the responsibili^ ofa small
number ofinstitutions. Only four institutions—three normal imiversities and Chen Zu

University's DepartmentofEducafibm-r-train secondary teachers. Nine teachers'
colleges are responsible fortraining elenientary and kindergarten teachers. The
curriculum is highly prescriptive,and emphasis is given to Chinese language and
literature, history,philosophy, moral education,andEnglish. Even though these teachers
took Elnglish in college,it does not meanthatthey all have good English abilify,and it
does not guaranteethey can teach English well. In order notto be blamed forthis,the

elementary schools hire some experienced teachers firom the"cram schools"and give
those elementary teachers who are goingto teach English a minimum twelve-hour
training. Therefore,whenthese teachers are pushed into an English classroom,they

panicand do not really know how to teach. Whatthey can do isto teach the waythat
they were taughtEnglish in school,and thatis the typical,teacher-centered,grammartranslation way ofEnglish teaching.

Asa result,teachersfocus only on grammar analyzing,vocabulary mbmorizing,
and translating texts into Chinese TTiem^

itt orderto deviate firom the old,traditional

pattern ofEnglish te^hing,teachers heed to have some innovative teaching concepts
such as the mtdtiple intelligences theory.TotalPhysical Response,and creative
dramatics. Integration ofthese concepts will provide both students and teachers vyith
novel means ofcarrying outEnglish teaching and learning:
Lack ofUnified Curriculum with Social Context

Currently,these elementary schools use the curriculum that is used bythe cram
schoolsfrom which they hire the experienced teachers. That is,almost every school has
different GTMTiculum,and the depth and aim ofeach curriculum varies. This causes the

biggestvaftatSon in Students'English ability. The problem is thatthese students will go
to the saniejunior hi^school in their school district,and they are going to be putin the
same English classroom. This curricular and instructiGnal incoherence can cdntribute to

many students'failure to meettheiracademic potentiaL

To counteract the lack ofa unified curriculum with social context,the design ofa

unified curriculum with multiple purposes is necessary. In the Core curriculum,reading,
writing,speaking and listening are included. By teaching students simultaheously to
hear,say,read and write words thatthey learn,the various skills reinforce each other.

Because English is something they ywll likely continue to develop for the rest oftheir

lives,itis betterto know a httle bit wellthan to know a lot superficially. Moreover,it is
essential to incorporate the socialfunctions oflanguage intofire cw^

English

Can be nsedfCrinterpersoimlcommunicafipn.%doing sOi the curriculuin will provide a

variety ofsocialcontexts where teachers can not only activate theirteaching but also help
Students learn basic social skills.
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Oversized Glasses

Generally speaking,there are thirty to forty students in one class. In this

oversized class,students do not have enough chance to do individual practice,and the

attention teachers can give to each studentis very minimal. For beginning learners like
elementary students,it is important to mimicaccuracy in pronunciation. But when the

class is too large,it becomes more difficultfor students to hear the teacher clearly.
Besides,not every studentis attentive enough;discipline is always a problem in the
elementary classroom. Therefore,class size is also an important issue to be discussed.

To counteract this problem,teachers need to seize every minute they have in
class. By employing teambuilding flmctions and roles,teachers divide students into

teams,assign each team differenttasks,and designate"task leaders"and"group
maintenanceleaders." In so doing,every team is responsible for its task and the learning
ofeach team member. Team members collaborate to achieve the goal oflearning under
teachers'supervision. In this way,students can have enough chance to practice,and at

the same time teachers can manage the classroom effectively and efficiently.
Target Level

The current English program in elementary schools began in 1995. It is still in the

experimental stages. This means thatthere are many possibilities and spaces for creating
a brand-new curriculum,instructional methods,and even a whole teaching system. The

grammar-translation and teacher-centered methods ofsecondary schools should not be

duplicated atthe level. Taiwanese students have been suffering in the traditional English

class for too long. Ifthe English progratn in elementary schools can prove a success with
new teaching methods,it will lead English education in Taiwan into transformation;

English teachers in elementary schools should strive to make students comfortable

with learningEnglish. Above all else,language learning should befun. The scope ofthe
English program should not be Overtly ambitious. The aim isto give students a good

foimdation w^hieh prepare them for a life-lotig learning process. Perfectfluencyfor
childrenin a non-inunersion environment is an unrealistic goal,and teachers should
understandthat. Trying to push students to achieve it will only lead to frustration and

negative feelings aboutthe language. The first priority is to presentEnglish in a waythat
lets children enjoy whatthey are doing and feelgood abouttheir progress. Ghildren learn

best when the learning environmentis fun. The lively atmosphere not bplyhelps the
students learnthe material,butalso improvestheir attitude toward learning in general.

Significance oftheProject
"Ms project aimsto provide aitheoretical basis and curriculum to the teaching of

four skillsin English as afOrei^language. By incorporating creative dramatics into the
curriculum,this project also aims to provide an innovative teaching method,which will

help teachers create an optimal learningenvironment where students can enjby learninga
foreign language.

This project is cpnipOsed offive chapters. Following this chapter,the
introductions are the following;

Ghapter Ctao; TheIntroduction reviewsthe English education background in
Taiwan,problems with it,and the general scope oftiiis project.

Chapter Two:The review ofliterature describes five major concepts such as

creative dramatics,teambuilding,social functions oflanguage,multiple intelligences,and
TotalPhysical Response.

Chapter Three: The theoreticalframework integrates the main concepts discussed
in Chapter Two and provides a model to guide the use ofcreative dramatics.
Chapter Four: The curriculum

consists oftwo units. There are six lessons

in each unit. The first unitfocuses on recognizing students'talent, which will help
students prepare for their performance ofdrama. The second unit is designed to use the
model explicated in Chapter Three to guide both students and the teacher to achieve the
goal ofcreative dramatics. The units appear in the appendices.

Chapter Five:The assessment explores the purposes and methods in assessing
creative dramatics.

CHAPTER TWO:REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Creative dramatics is an innovative conceptin foreign language teaching and

learning. Thus,before one can design a curriculum incorporating dramatic techniques,
several domains need to be investigated. These domains include the process ofcreative
dramatics,teambuilding,the social functions oflanguage,multiple intelligences,and
Total Physical Response. The following are the investigations ofeach domain.
The Process ofCreative Dramatics in the Classroom

Teachers can use classroom dramatics to enforce not only the interactional

ftinction oflanguage but also the imaginative function oflanguage. Drama is
immediately appreciated by young students because it is the artform bom ofthe human
impulse to explore and symbolize life and individual feelings about it. Creative
dramatics includes pantomimes,improvised stories and skits, movement activities and

exploration,and dramatic songs and gamesin which students do notneed sophisticated
theater skills. Through creative dramatics,students have opportunities to deal with body

awareness and expression. This also provides students with aformatfor exploring selfperceptions and attitudes aboutselfand others(Heinig& Stillwell, 1974).
Moreover,drama is a mode oflearning. Students leam to explore issues,events
and relationships through their active identification with imagined roles and situations in

drama. They employ their knowledge and experience ofthe real world to create a makebelieve world. In creating and reflecting on this make-believe world,students come to

understand themselves and the real world in whichthey live(O'Neill&Lambert,1982).

Apartfrom the facts stated above,research studies have shown the value of

creative dramatics such as developing language arts skills; improving socialization;

stimulating creative imagination;develbping an understanding ofhuman behaviors;and
participating in group work and group problem solving(Heipig& StiUwell, 1974);
Drama and Language Learning

Language is the cornerstone ofthe drama process and the meansthrough which
the drama isrealized;Drama provides students with arnple bpportun^^^

listening and speaking. They can practice language in a context thatis real forthem,
rather than in isolated,teache^deterniined exercises. In other words,drama makesit

possible forboth teachers and!students to escape from the more familiar patterns of

lan^age interaction which existin the classroom and offers them both a new range of

possibilities(Cottrell, 1987). In drama,students practice talking by asking questions,
making suggestions,trying to be friendly,pretending to be other people in role-play,

demanding things,informing other people,organizing theinselves through problem-

solving,and reflecting oh what happens. With this opportunity to play wiflilanguage,
students will be more articulate than they otherwise mightbe. As students develop
competence in using language,they also learn basic attitudes to the world arohnd them,to
the people and events within it,and to learning itself. Further,drama provides alanguage
laboratory for students. Oralcommunication skills are the foundation for the

developmentofreading and listening,and mostdrama simulatesthe kinds of

communication realities. By participating in drama,students encounter speaker-listener
experiences and increase their ability to decode and encode ideas(Fox,1987). Schwartz

and Aldrich(1985)saythat"the adaptationto ever-changing communication situations
give students good practice for communication in everyday life"(p.6).

In summary,through drama,students make their own relationships with various
topics and articulate their own personal responses within the drama. Motivation and

understanding are strengthened,and thus language use is extended.
Drama and Writinjg

Meaningful written expression grows mostly from oral expression. Therefore,it

is appropriate to link the dramatic process and the development ofwritten expression.

Thatis,drama provides a goalfor writing. In drama,students always discover new
personal resources. They expressthese discoveries in many ways. They become more

aware oftheir sensory impressions,and their work in artfrequently reflects this
understanding. They become more aware ofthe world ofmovement,and their

participation in music and dance reflects their understanding ofrhythm and tempo. They
become more aware ofpeople around them,and flieir understanding ofhuman behavior is

reflected in their ability in dramatic characterization,improvisation,and dramatization
Giventhe opportunity and aided bythe dramatic process,students' personal discoveries
can also be reflected in writing. Therefore,the relationship between drama and writing is
a complementto each other. In other words,drama can be seen as a stimulus for writing,
and vice versa(Evans,1984).
Building Vocabulary through Drarha

Shuman(1978)believes that drama not only introduces new words and more

words from students' passive to their active vocabulaiy,but it also sharpens the edges of

the words they use. Drama enlarges students'fluid ofvocabulary words by providing a

natural need for using wordsthatthey have learned. By acting out a story,students

gradually gain control over wordsthat may be only fuzzily familiar,and by uttering the
words and phrases in a story of script,they leam the words and phrases. The act of

utterance helps students internalize the words and phrases and become their own words
andphrases.
The results ofseveral significant research studies can be used to summarize the

relationship between building vocabulary and drama. These research studies have shown
that groups ofstudents who have had regular creative dramatics experiences in the
classroom have made greater gains in langiiage arts,including the mastery ofvocabulary

^d reading skills,than control groups who have not had drama.
Values to Students from Creative Dramatics

In addition to the advantages thatcreative dramatics lends to language learning,
creative dramatics also bring the following values to students: creativity;emotional

stability; social cooperation;and skill in problem solving.
Underthe guise ofeducating youtli toliye comfortably within the rigid patterns of
the culture they are in,and to make them well-adjusted,society somehow causes young

people to lose their fi-eedom to create. The emphasis on conformity accustoms students
to being directed rather than being stimulated. However,opportunities for experience in
creative dramatics may help overcome the shortcoming in today's educational system.

Ward(1957)claims that"there is no school activity which gives better opportunity for

creativity than playmaking"(p.7). She lists as an important value ofcreative dramatics
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the capacityto develop and guide students' creative imagination. She also points outthat
imagination mustbe constantly exercised ifthe individual wants to become a creative

thinker. Burger(1950)sees"an active creative imagination"as"an outgrowth ofcreative
dramatics"(p.4), In short,by participating in creative dramatics,students experience the

freedom to express themselves and to use their imagination,and thus their creatiyily is
nurtured.

In addition to developing creativity',creative dramatics can also improve students'

emotional stability. Ward(1957)emphasizes the value ofcontrolled emotional outlet

while Siks(1958)speaks ofdeveloping emotional stability. Ward(1957)says"better
than any other school experience,the arts offer opportunities for channeling emotion into

constructive uses"(p.4). The activity may be free rhythmic movement with physical

response to varying moods ofmusic and ideas wbich release tension otherwise
suppressed or expressed by means ofirritation and unpleasant actions;or it may be
participation in a dramatic conflictthrough which students find legitimate release for
antagonism or for the vicarious experiencing oflofty emotions which leave them

enriched and elevated in spirits. Throu^the emotion ofdrama,they may discover the
dignity in sorrow,the strength in power,the warmth in sympathy,and the freedom injoy

as well^the degradation in hate and greed. In other words,throu^ participation in
creative dramatics,students move toward more stable emotional and mental health

(Ward,1957).
Creative dramatics is a group art. Certain social values have been observed as a
direct result ofcreative dramatics experiences. In order to achieve success,individuals
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mustleam to work with the other members oftheir group. They must learn not only to

expresstheir own ideas in communication,butto listen to and acceptideas from others.

They leam where friey fitinto a group and how they can best make a contribution. They
team to waittheir tums,to share,to lead,and to follow.

Because drama is the art dealing most directly with the motivations and actions of

human beings,students who play many roles gain in understanding others and in their
abilities to live successfully in their own environment. As Siks(1958)has said,

"Experience in drama makes a child more sensitive to the thouj^ts and feelings ofothers
because these are the very essence ofhis study"(p.27).

i-ifeis a series ofproblem-solving crises. Adults are continually called upon to
solve problems. Children also face problem situations. "Iliese problemsaie as large and
difficult for children as are the problems that face adults. The attitude one has toward

problems and the methods one uses to solve problems are develoj^d in childhood, ffie
children wholeam to face problem-solving situations constractively and creatively are
fortunate. Ifie methods they use to help in their solution arefrequentlylearned by

participating in drama. By working in groups ofdrama,students have tolearn how to
confront the conflict among themselves,how to compromise with one another,and how
to solve the problems arose in their groups. The more students get involved in drama,the
better problem solvers they become(McCaslin,1985).
In conclusion,creative dramatics need notto be considered as a special subject

area by itself. Because it incorporates so nmny skills,ifcan easily be usedin conji^^
with any other subject area,especially in language leaming. Through creative drarnatics.
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Indentsare provided with numerous kinds ofcommunication experiences and learning
experience in social interaction. Thatis,creative dramatics provides studerits with ample
opportunitiesto discover interactionalfunction oflanguage as well as imaginative
function oflanguage.
Teambuilding

While creative dramatics provides opportunitiesto discover interactional and

imaginative function oflanguage,teambuilding is designed to foster the interpersonal
function oflanguage. It is an iimovative process thatrequires thavision and energy of

both teachers and team members(students); Teanibuilding improves interpersonal
communication,creates a constructive atrposphere,and promotes tearn members'

(students')enjoymentoftheir work,and thnSincreases performance; Bybuilding

efficiept and productive teams^ teachers can helpteam members build self-eonfidence,
improve understanding within teams,teach members to complement and motivate each

other,help team members become more assertive,and foster active cooperation(Glover
&Midura,1992).
The Definition ofa Team

Whatis a team? According to Quick(1992),the distinguishing characteristic ofa

team is thatthe members in a team together accomplish team goals;that is,team
members have the commitmentto a common goal and shared responsibility. In other

words,team members have to support one another,collaborate freely,and communicate
openly and clearly with one another in orderto achieve the goal thatthey have set. Quick
(1992)points outthe characteristics ofeffective teams:information flowsfreely and is
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fully shared; the relationships among people are trusting,respectful,collaborative,and
supportive; the conflictthat occurs among teams is seen as a natural or even helpful
challenge; the atmosphere is open,non-threatening,noncompetitive,and participative;
and decisions are made by consensus,efficient use ofresources,and full commitment. In

sum,ateam may be simply defined as any group ofpeople who mustsignificantly relate
with each other in order to accomplish shared objectives(Woodcock& Francis, 1981).
ThePurposes ofTeambuilding in the Classroom
Glover and Midura(1992)state four advantages ofteambuilding in the classroom.
First ofall,teambuilding helps students build a positive self-concept. Glover and Midura

(1992)think that"self-concept is largely developed by how others perceive us and react

to our efforts"(p. 2). In other words,when people receive positive reactions and their
social developmentflourishes,they can succeed more easily,and when people gain selfconfidence and succeed at progressively harder challenges,they feel better about
themselves and their abilities. That is, when people have a positive self-concept,they can
overcome failures and succeed eventually; they have reduced fear to take risks. In a

team,a person's effort helps a group achieve its goal,and that person feels accepted as an
integral part ofa winning team. As the concept ofbelonging to a successful team
develops,each person takes an active role,and thus positive self-esteem is fostered.
Second,teambuilding helps students learn different roles. In teambuilding

activities,leaders and followers emerge. Students who are used to being leaders can
become followers,and students who are used to being followers can become leaders.
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Each person is boundto encounter new roles and experiences,yet everyone is involved in
teamwork.

Third,teambuilding helps students develop team communication. In order to
work well in a team,team members have to learn to communicate with one another.

They will see thatthe greater the group,the greater the need to communicate by talking
clearly and listening intently. As team members work together on a challenge,they learn
to disagree,to speculate,to take turns,andto diminish tension. Teaching students to be
part ofateam will enhance their self-concept and will involve them in successful
experiences.

Fourth,teambuilding helps students in decision making. Decision making is one
ofthe essential parts ofworking in teams. Whenteam members make successful
decisions,confidence grows in the part ofeach team member. This requires team
members to take intellectual, physical,or emotional risks. Glover and Midura(1992)say
that"children will acquire physical,social,and psychological skills necessary for
successful living ifwe allow them to work as a decision-making team thattakes risks,

makes decisions,succeeds,and sometimes,fails"(p.4).
All ofthe advantages that are mentioned above make it advantageous to use
teambuilding strategies in teaching.
How to Build Effective Teams in the Classroom

Building effective teamsin the classroom requires two primary factors. One is
becoming a competentteambuilder,and the other is identifying criteria for effectiveness.
According to Woodcock and Francis(1981),to be a competentteambuilder,one has to
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acquire the following knowledge and skills(see Table 1). Woodcock and Francis
visually depict the skills and the approach ofa competentteambuilder in Figure 1,in a
summary ofthe various components.

The second factor ofbmlding effective teams is identi:^ng criteriafor
effectiveness. The goal ofteambuildii^ is to produce effective teams; thus it is
importentto have some criteriafor determining whatconstitutes effectiveness. Dyer
(1995)points butthefollowing characteristics ofeffective teams:(1)goals and values are

Clear;(2)people understand their assignments and how their rolescontribute to the work
ofthe whole;(3)trust and support are the basic climate amongteam members;(4)

communications are open;(5)people are allowed to participate in niakmg decisions;(6)
everyone implements decisions with conimitment;(7)leaders are supportive ofothers
and have high personal performance standards;(8)differences are recognized and

handled;and(9)the team structure and procedures are consistent with the task^ goals,and

people involved.
Besides the two factors that are mentioned above.Quick(1992)also states a very
important pointthatteambuilderS have to be aware ofin orderto help their team

members work effectively. Quick's view is largely based on expectancytheory.
According to expectancy theory,people,given choices,choose the option that promises

to give thenithe greatestreward. In short,people have an expectation ofgetting what
they want,and thatis where the expectancy comes from,

a good teambuilder

needstp motivate team members with reasonable rewards(either substantial or internal

rewards)so thatthey can work effectively in a team.
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The Roles ofLeadership in Teambuilding

Effective leadership is essentialfor the developmentofteamwork. High
performing leaders are goal-oriented,withthe ability to size upthe performance
possibilities in a situation,and to commimicate a sense ofdirection. They have a
common ability to manage attention through vision(objectives)and to communicate that

vision in meaningful ways. Dyer(1995)categorizes leadership intothree roles. They are
Leader as Educator,Leader as Coach,and Leader as Facilitator.

Table 1.Knowledge hfld Skillsfor a Competent Teambuilder
Knowledge & Skills

Importance

Background reading
in teambuilding

By reading teambuilding theory,one can gain many useful ideas

theory
Theory ofteam
growth

and techniques which aid competence and confidence.
A competent teambuilder needs to have a realistic model ofthe

stages ofdevelopment ofteam growth in orderto enable the
present level ofeffectiveness to be accurately diagnosed.

structured

A skillful teambuilder is required to have experience in usinga
number ofexercises,projects and activities which help groiips

Availability of
experiences

overcomfe their difiSculties.

Skillin processing

It is importantfor ateambuilder to do careful observation ofthe

feedback

processes inthetearn andto have the capacity to give accurate

and useful feedbackso thatthe team can work effectively.
Personalacceptabili^ It is necessary for ateambuilder to be respected as a usefuland
trustworthy adviser.

Go-facilitating

Working with an expeiiettced teambuilder will help a new

experience

teambuilder gain experiences and become skillful.

Personal openness

A competent teambuilder needs to have the capacity and Skills td
confront issues openly.
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Adequate
information
and
activities

plus

Expenence
Skillful

with other

'team

specialists

trainer'

style

plus
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j
Personal
status

/
p\

Teambuilding
competence

\
M

Flexibility,
openness
and

and

realism

acceptability

plus
plus

Adequate
theoretical

Process
feedback

understanding

skills

plus

pius

Responsible

Clear goals

"ethicd"
stance

plus

figure 1. Teambuilding Competence Summary Chart.(Woodcock &Francis, 1981).
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In the first role,the leader's task is to educate team members asto the dimension

ofreal work. Educating team members means sharing hopes,feelings and values,not
telling people whatto do. This is called"collaborative leadership." In other words,

leaders and team members share power as well as leadership. Leaders in this phase need

to recognize the characteristics ofan effective temn,to develop team guidelines,and to
identify key member skills so thatthe role ofleadership can be fully achieved.

The second role ofleadership is Leader as Coach. To coach means to stop work
action at certain needed pointin orderto identify certain mistakes or disturbances in the

way the team is functioning. One ofthe mostimportantleadership functions is to provide
opportunities for importantissues to be clarified and work through to a satisfactoiy

resolution. Therefore,reviewing the guideline ofconsensus or critiquing group processes
is necessary for leaders while coaching team members.

The third role involved in leadership is Leader as Facilitator. When attention
needs to be focused on a matter the team has not dealt with,the leader has to intervene in

the group's actions,and this is the primary ofthe leader in this phase. Due to the team's

maturity in this phase,the intervention ofthe leader atcertain points is enough to get the
team back on track.

On the other hand,according to Raven and Rubin(1976),there are two categories

ofleadership. One is called"task-leaders,"and the other is called"group-maintenance
leaders." The primary characteristic of"task-leaders"is to ask for orientation,
suggestions or information,and the primary characteristic of"group-maintenance
leaders"is to cope with the tension within groups or teams. By participating in different
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representatioi^i and personal function nflanguajge. However,these roles ofleadership

are shifting and flexible. That is,successful leaders have to modifytheirrbles depending
onhow their teanis am functioning.
^

"

'I*' '

ima

rhythmic relationship. In temnbuilding,individual members have their bvm position in
relation to the others; for ateam to fimchon atits maximum potential,each team

member's qualities and strengths must be acknowledged and valued. The strength ofthe

team asa whole liesin bimging together these individual qualitiesin unanimity of
purpose,and thiais whatmakes the roles ofleadershipinapOTtant^
Social Functions ofLanguage

AsDiazrl^co and Weed(1995)state,'Tn learning a language,children firstleam
fydiatlanguagecan doforthembr^^

it Canperformr-Hmd thenenco^this

meaning into words and sentences"(p.65). That is,learners acquirea second language
after they discover and internalize language functions. Therefore,while helping students
acquire a second language,it is essential for teachers to apply language functions into the
curriculum.

Diaz-Rico and Weed(1995)list Halliday's sevenlanguage functions asfollows:

heuristic;and(7)imaginative. The definition ofthese fimctions is displayed in Table 2.
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In addition tothe social functions that are mentioned above,the socialfunctions

oflanguage,in Barker's(1972)definition,are the ways in which thetoguage spoken by

a group ofpeople is relatedto dmtgroup's social position and organi^tion. In other
words,language and society are so intertvdhedthatit is impossible to understandone
withoutthe other. Every social institution is maintained by language. Law,goyemment,
education,rehgion,and family are iWl set in place and carried out with language. People

constantly use language,which includes sppken language,written language,and printed
language;and people are constontly linked to others through shared norms ofbehavipL
Hence,the socialfunctions oflanguage involve both the sociology oflanguage and
■ sociOlinguiirtics.-^y;:;'

^

Table 2. Seven Categories ofI^guage Puhction(Diaz-Pico& Weed,1995)
Category

/Definition-' .-.'a

Instrumental

To manipulate the environmentto cause certain events to happen

Regulatory

To enable one to control events orthe behavior ofothers(including

Representational
Interactional

Personal

approval,disapproval^ and setting rules and laws)
To allow an indiwdual to conimunicate information to the world,to
conveyfacts and knowledge
To get along with others and maintain social communication
To allowa speakertoexpress the personality in feelings and
emotions;

Heuristic

,

, -V'

W.:':."

To use language to acquire knowledge,to explore and find out about
the world

Imaginative

To allow the individual to create a personal world,freed from the
boundaries ofthe everyday,using language for sheer pleasure

Apartfi"om the description above,some ofthe social functions that students need

to use during cooperativeteamwork afe such as presenting opinion;making suggestions;
and Mding thoughts. (j^bitSfor EELstudents to use are displayed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Social Skilltod Gambits(W-B Olsen,1992)
Social Skill

Gambits

rthink diat...
I'm convinced that,..

Presenting opinion

I personally feel...
In my experience...
From what I've read...

What don't you...?
Why not...?
M

Here's an idea...

Have you thou^t about...?
To start with...

Adding thoughts

And another thing...
What's more,...
Maybe Ishould mention...
Oh,Ialmostforgot...

The Sociology ofLanguage
examines the interaction

betweenuse ofthe language and the social Organizatidn ofbehavior. The focus ofthe

However,far beyond the interest

irig in the public

in

is pursued in two parts. One part

arena,

ofthis quest is

is called ;

norms.

IS,
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use oftehaviortoward language for particular larger or smaller social networks and

communities(Fishman,1972). Fishmanthinksthatdeseriptiye sociology oflanguage
consists oftwo factors. One is situational shifting,and the oftier is metaphorical
switching.Hedefines''situational shifting"asthe following:

Soeietal patterns oflanguage variety use can be either a differentlanguage or a
4iflerent social"dialect,"ora different occupational"dial«;t"or a different

regional"dialect." Anytwo varieties presented in the linguistic repertoire ofa

social network arie seen as a"situation." Membersofsocial networks sharing a
linguistic repertoire must be ableto recognize when to shiftfi^om one varietyto
another,and this is called"situational shifting"(Fishman,1972).

Metaphorical switching nieansthatco-membersofthe same speech networ^^
speech communities shiftfrom one variety to another withoutsignaling any change in

situatioa In other words,metaphoricalshiphg is used to indicate purposes ofemphasis
or contrast rather than situationaldiscontinuity(Fishman,1972).

The other part ofsociology oflanguage is dynamic sociology oflanguage:

Fishman's(1972)definition is statedw thefollowing;
Atthe very same time thata linguistic repertoire with its particular societal

functional allocation ofvarieties exists in a particular speech community,certain

ofthese same or very similar variety may befound in other or neighboring speech
communities in association with other functions. Ifmembers ofthese sjpeech
c^

are broughtinto greater interaction with each other,or iftheir

relative powerto influence or control one another changes sufficiently^ then the
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societal functional allocation oflinguistic repertoire ofone or another or both
communities is likely to undergo change,(p.7)
Language in Social Groups

The coordination ofgroup activity is regarded as a basic social function of
language;linguists have attempted to establish a systematic classification to cover the

whole field ofsuch social functions. Barker(1972)points outtwo approaches to such a
classification. One ofthem is suggested by Sapir,and the other is suggested by

McGranahan. In Sapir's view,social functions oflanguage are asfollows;(1)language
as aform ofsocialization;(2)language as a culture-preserving instrument,whereby
cultural forms are transmitted from generation to generation;(3)language as afactor in

the growth ofindividuality,or development ofsocial personality;and(4)language as a
declaration ofthe psychological place held by the various members ofthe group. On the
other hand,McGranahan sees social uses oflanguage as the following:(1)the
coordination oflanguage;(2)the transmission ofculture;and(3)the determination of

national individuality(Barker,1972). By integrating these two aspects ofsocial

functions oflanguage,language in society can be viewed from the following
perspectives.

First,social functions oflanguage involve the speech community. Language is
the most powerful and versatile medium ofcommunication. All ofhuman groups possess
language. Gumperz(1971)states that"verbal interaction is a social process in which

utterances are selected in accordance with socially recognized norms and expectations"

(p. 114). He seesthe universe as the speech community,and according to his definition.
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the speech community means"any human aggregate characterized by regular and
frequentinteraction by meansofa shared body ofverbal signs and set offfrom similar

aggregates by significant differences in language usage"(p. 114). Thatis, most groups of
any permanence,small bands bounded by face-to-face contact,modem nations,or even

neighborhood gangs can be seen as speech communities(Gumperz,1971).

Second,social functions oflanguage involve social group behavior. Lewis(1948)
believes that"Mind is behavior mediated by symbols. Group mind is group behavior

mediated by group symbols"(p.94). Group remembering,group planning,and group
feeling are modified by the existence ofsomeform ofsymbolic communication within

the group. It is symbolical communication that makes it possible forthe group to attend

to its own behavior,and the same time,itis language that makes it possible for the group
to symbolize its own group mind,and to give group mind the power ofbecoming
conscious group mind(Lewis,1948). In other words,symbolical communication is
regarded as group behavior;and in accordance with the extent and degree ofgroup
symbolization ofgroup behavior,there will be differences ofthe extension and the
graduation ofgroup awareness ofgroup behavior.

Third,social functions oflanguage involve interpersonal relations. As Fielding

(1976)describes,sociolinguistics is concerned with the relations between systems of

communication and the social situations in which they are used. According to Hymes
(1972),the social situation is analyzed in terms of"mnemonic speaking" which includes
settings,participants,and ends. The participants are seen as static individuals rather than
as actors in a dynamic social relationship. Information aboutthe participants as
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iiidiyiduals indicates whatconversationalfespinceslh^ey bringto the encounter(Fielding,
1976}. Barker(1972)points out Sapir's description ofthis function asa declaration of
"psychological place." Forms Ofinforniatioin not only define the position ofthe

individual in the group but also define the relations between individuals who maybelong
to different groups.

Lastly,the socialfunctions oflanguage may sometimes involve cultural cbtttact.
While having contact with social groups which have differentcultures,people have to
dealnot with ope but with two or morelanguages. Barker(1972)thinks that ethnic

language comesto symbolize the group and its cultural backgroimd for individuals both

inside and outside ffieethiuc group in

individuals"skill in usingthelan^

identi^the group as a group. Moreover,

ofasecond or adopted culture cometo symbolize

their status in the new society(Barker, 1972).
LanmmgefSocial Glass and Sbcializatioit

Language comesinto existence as the result ofsocial necessity. Itis the basic and

indispensable instrumentality in all social and societal life. With language,people
interact and communicate with each other,and with commuhication,commpn humaiilife

pr spcial actipn appears. Eveiy spcietal system must be alah^ge commum^;diatis,it
must have a single language system as the instrument pfall spcial participation within its

area offunctipning. Moreover,all societal organization rests on language as the key
agent ofits coinppsition,operation and maintenance(Hertzler, 1965).

According to Edwards(1976),studiesofspcialiiatipn include not only whatthe

group reqiures its membersto know,but also howindividuals leam the waysoftheir

world well enough to function effectively within it. He saysthat"the critical social class

differences may not lie in patterns oflinguistic choice,butin systems for language use"
(p. 104). Sociological investigations ofsocial class differences have shown such fihding
asthat working class mothers placing relatively more emphasis on neatness,conformily

to rules and obedience to authority,and middle-class mothers giving priorityto curiosity,
consideration for others,and self-control(Eastman,1990).

The way people use language in particular social settings is regarded as language
socialization. Accordingto Bernstein(1970),the socialization ofthe young people
proceeds within a critical setofinner-related contexts. The foin distinguishM contexts

are;(1)the regulative context;(2)the instructional context;(3)the imaginative of

innovating contexts;and(4)the interpersonal context. Bernstein(1970)explains these
four contexts as the following.

The regulative context refers to the authority relationships where children are
made aware ofthe rules ofthe moral order. The instructional context is where children
learn about objective nature ofobjects and persons,and acquires skills ofvarious kinds.

The imaginative or innovating contexts are where chilchea are encouraged to experiment
and re-create their world on their ownterms,and in their own ways, the interpersonal
context is where children are made aware ofaffective states oftheir own and others

(Bernstein, 1970).

In short,language is an importantfactor in socialization,not only through the

information that itis used to impart,butalso through the concepts which it requires

children to identify as meaningsfor the linguistic itemsthey learn from other people's
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speech. In other words,the language which children leam is closely related to the
concepts they leam as part oftheir socialization.
Sociolinguistics

St. Clair(1980)defines sociolinguistics as the study oflanguage in its social
contexts,developed from the study ofdialects. Sociolinguistics emphasizes human

groups rather than grammar,butit does not mean that sociolinguistics neglects careful
linguistic analysis. Both sociolinguistics and linguistics deal with linguistic forms but
from different perspectives. As Hymes(1972)states,"a linguistic sign is a relation
between linguistic form and a linguistic value. A sociolinguistic feature is a relation
between aform and a sociolinguistic value"(p.37). Moreover,linguists deal with
dictionary meanings such as denotation or meaning abstracted fi"om context;
sociolinguists deal with what Sacks(1971)calls situated meaning,which reflects
speakers' attitudes to each other and to their topics.

Onfile other hand,Fishman(1972)thinksthat sociolinguistics deals with a great

number oftopics such as small-group interaction and large-group membership,language
use and language attitudes,language-and-behavior norms,and changes inthese norms.

He also points out a basic concept ofsociolinguistics, what he calls"language-dialect

variety." According to Fishman(1972),the term variety is used in sociolinguistics as a
nonjudgmental designation,and it is also known as a dialect. Sociolinguists use terms
like dialectology and dialect geography as they are used in linguistics. However,dialects

frequently come to connote other factors than geographic ones. Fishman(1972)

categorizesthem into three types ofvariation:regional variety;ethnic or religious variety;
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and functional variety. Varieties change over time,but varieties are also changed either
by drift or by design. In other words,all varieties are expandable and changeable,and all
are equally contractable and interpenetrable under certain influence. Theirfunctions

depend on the norms ofthe speech communities thatemploythem,and these norms,in
turn,change as speech communities change in itself-concepts,in their relations with

surrounding communities,and in their objective circumstances. Such changes resultin
changes in varieties. That is,speech communities and their varieties are notonly
interrelated systems but also interdependent systems. This interdependence is what
makes sociolinguitics exciting and necessary(Fishman,1972).
Multiple Intelligences

In orderto incorporate the social functions oflanguage into teaching and to foster
the interpersonalfunction oflanguage,teachers need to help students reveal and nurture
their various intelligences.

Whatis intelligence? Where does itcome from? What is the best wayto measure

it? These questions have been the focal pointinthe discussion ofintelligence since the
19 century. The most basic and primitive ideas began with the desire to quantify
intelligence. From there,scientists moved onto theorizing aboutthe structure of

intelligence and how it is utilized,butthe desire to measure it numerically was always the
heart ofthe new theories.

A History ofIntelligence Tests

Sir Francis Galton was one ofthe first people to putforth atheoiy ofintelligence.
Based on his work with statistical regression,Galton believed that intelligence was a
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unitaiytrait which could be measured by a single yalue.^

theorized that intelligence

was a function dfthe quality ofa person's sensory apparatus. From this,he deviseda

battery oftests ofreaction tune and sensory acuity. By measuring these qualities,he

believed hecould reasonably calculate a person's intelligence.
In 1904,the first intelligence test was d^^

Alfred Binet. He was

commissioned by Francetocreateatestt^^uB helpto separate"retardecf'children

from"normal"ones. Thethou^tbehind this wasthatthe"retarded''children would
benefitless from formal education and would only serve to slow down the"normal"kids.

The"retarded"children were not denied schooling; they were,however,segregated into
another school in order to assure both groups received the maximum benefits from their
education(Butcher, 1970).

Before Binet,the beliefs aboutintelligence were centered on the theory that
sensory-motor skills were linked somehow to intellect. Binet did not believe any ofthese
theories,and instead used a"task approach." Histests asked the person to perform

certain mentaltasks,and compared the score ofthe testee to average for the age group
(Butcher, 1970).

In 1916,Lewis Terman introduced the Stanford-Binet intelligence test,based on

Binet's. The only difference between this test and the original produced by Alfred Binet
was that Terman's was standardized on American children,and wassupposedly better

suited to be used in the tJnited States. Terman also coined the term"Intelligence
Quotient"(I.Q.)and developed the following equation in orderto standardize theI.Q.
scoring(Eysenck,1981):
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Th0 next person to influeneeltoe world pfLQ.wasDavi^^

He reasoned thatthe

therefore;a new standard would be needed. WhatWechsler developed was atwo-part

I.Q. measureipent. They are the Verbal and Perfonnanee LQ. By combiningthe two,a

Charles Spearrnan wasthe next person to develop a groundbreaking theory of

intelligence. tJsirig the sametechniques with which Galton began his work.Spearman
theorized that intelligence is comprises ofmany different,specialized components called

"Hiegfactor is the drivingforce to powerthe various 5^ factors. Therefore,the

stronger the g a person has,the more intelligentthey are,and the stronger their 5''s will be
■(Eyseiick,

L. L Thurstori was the next to challenge the conventions of intelligence. He

beganhis wbr^k tryingto refine Spearman's wprk^^

he endedupeliminating the g

altogether. He suggested that intelhgettce was always and only a composite ofthe

specific « factors. With this he developed the idea that there were really seven "vectors

ofthe mind,'' or s factors. They are: V for Verbal comprehension; W for Word fluency;
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J. p. Guilford(1971)introduced a model ofintelligence that was comprised of
120 separate and identifiable traits. This structure has become known as"the Structure of
Intellect Cube." There are three dimensions ofthe cube:

1. Operations: major kinds ofintellectual activities or processes;thingsthe
organism does with the raw materials ofinformation,information being
defined as"that which the organism discriminates."

2. Content: broad classes or types ofinformation discriminable by the organism.

3. Products:the organization thatinformation takes in the organism's processing

ofit(Guilford, 1971).
Robert Stemberg(1977)introduced what he called a"Triarchic Theory of
Intelligence." Thistheory claimsthere are three types ofintelligence,each working
independently ofthe others,but all ofthem collaboratingto yield a total intelligence.
The three types ofintelligence are as follows(see Table 4).
In 1993,Howard Gardner introduced a theory ofintelligence. Rather than base

his theory on statistics and regression models,Gardner chose to use behavioral

observations. Gardner'stheory states that there are seven different,independent
intelligences from which each person draws on. His seven intelligences are:

Logical/Mathematical,Visual/Spatial, Verbal/Linguistic,Bodily/Kinesthetic,Musical,
Interpersonal,and Intrapersonal(Gardner,1993). Later on.Naturalist is added as the

eighth intelligence.
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Table 4. Three Types ofIntelligence Defined by Stemberg(1977)
Types ofIntelligence
Componential

Intelligence

Definition

The ability to learn how to do new things,acquire new
information,absorb,store and retrieve knowledge,plan,
monitor,and evaluate processing and cany out tasks quickly
and effectively

Experiential
Intelligence

The ability to solve new problems,act creatively,and use
insight;this intelligence also allows the person to process

Contextual

The ability to use practical knowledge and common sense,and

Intelligence

the ability to adaptto one's surroundings well

information automatically.

Mosttheories ofintelligence have stemmed from the desire to quantify the human
intellect,and most models ofintelligence have benefitted fi"om statistical quantitative
analysis. There is no such thing as the"perfect model"because intelligence is such a
broad topic,and it is likely that one model will not able to cover it. Moreover,

intelligence tests should not be used to label individuals nor should they be used in
isolation,but rather in conjimction with other measures such as observation in natural

environments and multiple social contexts. Howard Gardner's theory ofmultiple
intelligences not only responds to many ofthe limitations ofstandard intelligence tests

but also has strong educational implications.

shnplicify and elegance of

Howard Gardner's theory taken together with the tide ofreform in education have
produced a confluence ofevents which have brought the theory ofmultiple intelligences
front and center.

The EishtIntelligences

The eight intelligences that Howard Gardner proposes are verbal/linguistic

intelligence,logical/mathematical intelligence,bodify/kinesthetic intelligence.
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visiml/spatiai intelligence,musicalintelligence,interpersonal intelligence,intrapersonal
intelligence,and naturalist intelligence. Gardner(1983)main^

that all ofthe

intelligences ate equal footing in terms ofimportance. A short capsule describing each
intelligence is listed b^low:

phrases to convey ideas,feelings,and moods. A high manifestation ofverbal/linguistic

intelligence occurs in people likejournalists,novelists^ or poets who manipulate sjmtax
and meaning. They think in words;

have good verbal expressive skills; they enjoy

reading,creating poems,stories,learning new words,and so on. In other words,

verbal/linguistic intelligence is the abiliity to communicate and articulate thbu^tsin a
verbal/lmguistic mode.
Logical/Mathematical intelligence,which has been also termed"scientific

thinking,"employsthe use ofobservation,induction,and deduction to solve problems

People whothink conceptually or abstractly and enjoy thinking,ejqjerimenting,solving

problems,or working with numbers are seen as logical/mathematical people, the syntax
for communicatiottin logical and mathematicalforms has been highly developed because
ofto the western emphasis on these abilities.

Bodily/Kinesthetic intelligence is defined as"the ability to solve problems or to
fashion products using one's Whole body,or parts ofthe body"(Gardner,1983).

Athletes,sutgeonsjdancers,and Craftspeople all exhibita high degree of

Bodily/Kinesthetic intelligence. They communicate through body language and gesture.
They enjoy physical movement,role-playing,and dancing. They can mimic others
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performing tasks. They like physical games. They have difficulty sitting stillforlong
periods,and they easily feel bored when not actively involved. In short,

bodily/kinesthetic intelligence refers to the ability to understandthe world throughthe

body,to express ideas andfeelings,and actually communicateto others physically.
Visual/Spatial intelligence isthe ability toform a mental model ofa spatial world

aridto maneuver and operate usingthat model. People v^p havethis intelligerice often
enjoy drawing,painting,buildirig,and designing thmgs. T^hey think in images and
pictures. They likejigsaw puzzles and reading maps. They are daydreamers Hdwever,
Gardner(1983)suggests that spatial intelligrince is notlimited to the visual mode. The

ability ofabliridperson to size objectivesthrou^touch is an example ofspatial
intelligence exhibited through a tactile moder

Musical intelligence is the abilityto recognize pitch and rhythm and use this
ability to create a musical composition that is culturally acceptable and pleasing People
who have this intelligence are sensitive to sounds in the environnient. The
better with musicin the backgroimd; They m-e skilled at recognizing various musical

instruments in a cOmpositiori. They are gOod at mimicking sounds and speech patterns.
Musical intelligence involves the ability to imderstand the world and give information
back to the world by using and/orimderstanding sound.

Interpersonal intelligence is the ability to understand other people: what motivates
them,how they work,and how to work with them. This intelligence is based on one's
ability to notice subtle distinction in mood,temper^ent,motivation,and intention;to

sense hidden desire and intentions; and to act on this information. Teachers,politicians.
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and salespeople may exhibit a high degree ofinterpersonal intelligence because the
highly interactive nature oftheir occupation. People who have this intelligence are
sensitive to others'feelings. They leam by interacting with others. They may have many
friends. They can draw others out in discussion,and they are skilled at conflict resolution
and intervening.

Intrapersonal intelligence involves the ability to form an accurate model ofone's

own selfand be able to use that modelto operate efficiently in life. It is"knowledge of
the internal aspects ofa person: access to one's own feeling life,one's range ofemotions,
the capacity to effect discriminations among these emotions and eventually to labelthem

and to draw upon them as a means ofimderstanding and guiding one's own behavior"

(Gardner,1993). People who have this intelligence are inwardly motivated. They are
highly intuitive,strong willed,and self-confident,and also they like to work alone.
The core ofthe Naturalist intelligence is the human ability to recognize and
appreciate plants,animals,and other parts ofthe natural environment,like clouds or

rocks. People who have this intelligence enjoy outdoor activities. They have a
heightened awareness ofthe rhythms ofnature and a sensitivity to living things.
These are Gardner's eight intelligences. They all exhibitthe capacity ofsolving
problems with significance for the individual and for the species as a whole.
In conclusion,the theory ofmultiple intelligences represents Howard Gardner's
pluralistic view ofthe mind. It recognizes"many different and discrete facets of

cognition,acknowledging that people have different cognitive strengths and contrasting
cognitive styles"(Gardner,1993). The centraltenet ofthe theory is thateightseparate
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and independent human capacities that Gardner calls"intelligences"comprisethe overall

human intelligence. These intelligences function relatively autonomously and"can be
fashioned and combined in a multiplicity ofadaptive ways by individuals and cultures"
(Gardner,1983). Although different people are bom with different innate capacities in
^ch ofthe intelligences, Gardner believes thateducating people in the right manner can

further develop these intelligences.
Total Physical Response

TotalPhysical Response(TPR)is second language acquisition methodology
developed by James J. Asher(1982)which emphasizes receptive skills as well as

comprehension responses that are physical in nature. TPR is also a teachingtechnique in
which the teacher gives verbal instructions or commands,or information with

accompanying actions; students respond with body language and/or group answers. The
philosophy behind TPR is that concepts are more readily retained when they are
accompanied by a physical action. In TPR,listening comprehension develops before

speaking; understanding should be developed through movements ofthe student's body;
and language leamers should not be forced to speak. Thatis,as students intemalize
language through listening comprehension,they will eventually reach a readiness to

speak,and thusthey will spontaneously begin to produce spoken language(Asher,1982).
Basic Principles ofTotalPhvsical Response

, Learning a second language is a very stressful activity. Most people do not like to
repeat sets ofstrange sounds which theythink make them appear foolish. During the past

years,several individuals have worked on designing second language teaming
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approaches that minimize the amountofstress present in the learning process. Conway

(1986)points outthat TPR helps students leam a second language in much the same way

they learn their firstlanguage,by listenirig,comprehending and responMgthrough
actions and body language before actually producing speech oftheir own. This is based
Asher's(1982)assertion thatsecond language learning should be structured on a model
ofhow children leam theirfirst language. This claim includesthe following critical
elements.

First,understanding spoken language must precede speaking. Just as children

develop listening and comprehension skills far in advance ofthe spoken skill,Asher

(1982)suggests using series ofcommands to develop the listening skill among second

language leamers. This mainidea is based on Jean Piaget's(1926)"constmcting reality."
Hesuggests thatinfants acquire language by"constructing reality"through motor

behavior such as touching,grasping,reaching,and crying. Like infants,students begin to

maplangimge structure onto meaning,that is,to internalize language,bylistening to the
cornmatids and respondingphysically to stimuli- Thatis, infants in the sensprimotor

months are tracing a map ofhOw things work includiiig language^ and this mapping
through direct manipulation is necessary for the more advanced constmction ofconcepts

that resultin talking,thinking,and solving problemsthrough symbols such as words,
numbers,and internalized concepts(Asher, 1981).

Second,children internalize(he meaning ofthe utterances heardthrough physical
response. Similarly,the TotalPhysical Response approach suggeststhat understanding
can be develpi^d by having students respond physically to the commands ofthe teacher.
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right hemisphere ofthe brain. Although the right hemisphere cannotexpress speech,it
can express itselfby performing the action ofacommand uttered by someone else. It is

by this attemptto enter the right hemisphere ofthe brain that Asher hopesto remove the

stress in second language learning. This key idea comes from Blakeslee's(1980)theory.
As he states:"Thetwo halves ofthe brain differ mainly in that each does its processing in
a different"language.'... they develop tiieir different modes ofthoughtthrough a sort of
"training"process. The basis ofthis"training"process is the competitive mechanism that
allows only one hemisphere to prevail in a particular task"(p. 53). As a result,th^e left

brain tends to winthe competition in responding verbal inputs while the right braintends
to win in"kinesthetic"images.

TihaHy,Asher(1982)maintmns thatchildren's lengthy period oflistening
prdduees in thein a readiness to speak. Whenthey are ready,they will spontaneously
begin to utter sounds. Similarly,TotalPhysicalResponse Suggeststhatstudents not be
forced to speak until they are ready and willing to do so. This is accomplished bythe

teacher offering thestudentsto perform "role reversal"which consists of students giving

the comniands instead ofthe teacher. This conceptis based onthe premise that
comprehension,indicated through commands and corresponding actions,is the first step
in language acquisition,and once the basic code ofthe targetlanguage has been
internalized,one may proceed to sound production(Bragger, 1982).
In summary,through the TotalPhysical Response approach,students respond
with physical activity to increasingly complex teacher commands. Students are not
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expected to respond orally untiltheyfeel ready. Early oral responses often involve role-

reversal in which the studenttake on the role oftheteacher and gives commandsto others

in the class. By using the creation ofnovel commands,students are encouraged to do
creative and careful listening;and through the combination ofcommands,performances
ofsequential actions are encouraged.
The Philosophv behind TPR

The philosophy behind TPR comes mainlyfrom Krashen and Terrell's(1983)
Natural Approach,and language acquisition theoiy. According to Krashen and Terrell
(1983),the terms acquisition and learning are used in the following way: Acquisition is a
subconscious process identical in all important ways to the process children utilize in

acquiring firstlanguage,while learning is a conscious process that results in"knowing
about"language. However,the importence ofacquisition does not mean that there is no

role at all for conscious learning. Learning can provide waysto produce language
without waiting for acquisition. Some research studies indicate that acquisition takes

place under certain conditions:(1)the focus ofthe interchange is onthe message;(2)the
acquirer must understand the message;and(3)the acquirer must be in alow anxiety
situation(Terrell, 1982). In addition,based on Krashen's Input Hypothesis and Monitor

Model in second language acquisition,Glisan(1986)believesthat acquisitiontakes place

when learners are exposed to large quantities ofmeaningful input. Acquisition provides
the meansfor second languagefluency while conscious rule learning serves as a
"monitor"in editing speech output. Thatis,while applying these ideas into classroom
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instruction,teachers have to provide maximum opportunities for students to hearthe
target language in real-life communicative contexts.

The Natural Approach consists offour general principles. The first principle is

that comprehension precedes production. In other words,listening comprehension must
precede speaking abilities. Under this principle,teachers need to help students
understand at alltimes;teachers mustalways use the target language;and the focus ofthe
commimication must base on students'interest.

The second principle ofthe Natural Approach is that production be allowed to

emerge in stages. These stages include:(1)nonverbal responses;(2)single-word
responses;(3)combinations oftwo or three words;(4)phrases;(5)sentences;and(6)

complex discourses. Based on fliis principle,learners are notforced to speak before they
are ready,and speech errors should not be corrected directly.

The third principle ofthe Natural Approach is that communicative goals should
be included in the course syllabus. Thatis,the focus ofclassroom activities is on topics;
not grammar structures.

The fourth principle ofthe Natural Approach is thatthe classroom activities
aimed at acquisition mustfoster a lowering ofthe affective filter on the students. Thatis,
teachers should provide students with interesting and relevant classroom activities in
order to encourage them to express their ideas,emotions,feelings,and desires(Krashen
& Terrell, 1983).

Terrell(1982)claims thatthe TotalPhysical Response technique has proven to be
very useful in the Natural Approach. As Glisan(1986)describes the characteristics of
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TPR lessons as:(1)language is presented as real coniniiuncation in nieaningfW

interesting contexts;(2)maximum comprehensible target-language input is provided in
the classroom;(3)listening experiences precede oral production;(4)grammar is taught
indirectly for the purpose ofdeveloping communicative skills; and(5)before

comprehension is achieved,error-free speech is not given undue emphasis, All ofthese

descriptions can bestexplain the relations between TPR and the Natural Approach.
Language Teaching and Learning through TPR

Total Physical Response is an outstanding method ofteaching language

acqmsitionthat makes m ofboth hemisphere ofthe brain It emphasizes how to keep

students consistegitlymotivated and high achie\dng,howto help students make the
transition between understanding and speaking,and how to create the foundation for oral
language proficiency. TPR allows students to acquirethe targetlanguage in a manner
similar to how children learn their first language. In TPR,all language input is
immediately comprehensible,often hands-on,and allows students to pass through a silent

period whereby they build a comprehension base before ever being asked to speak. Once

language is intern^i:^d,production emerges,thus setting TPR apartfi-om traditional
'listenihg-and-repeat''niethods(Asher,1982).
In a TPR lesson,acommand is immediately followed by the corresponding action

and body movement. Commands,grammatical structures,and vocabulary are repeatedly
linked to their referent. In other words,teachers model actions which students then

mimic as they simultaneously heat vpeabulary words and connnands in the target

language. Asa particular actionis associated with each vocabulary word or phrase.
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students rapidly and naturally acquire language while establishing long-lasting

associations between the brain and the muscles. Students who leam language through
TPR will not soon forget it. Asher(1982)states Seely's viewpoints ofTPR asfollows:
First,TPR enables learners to feel comfortable interacting with people in the new
language. Secondly,TPR builds confidence in students to use the language

outside the classroom. Thirdly,TPR prepares studentsto perform role-playing

with fuller emotion and to converse JBreely,either with aready-made dialogue or
one created by the students. The fourth reason is that with TPR the studentcan

experience the meaning ofa new vocabulary item... Still another reason is that

TPR-based activities atany level,can help students internalize complex structures
"more effectively than any other way."(p.22).

Apartfrom the advantages that are mentioned above,Krashen(1983)also points
outthe othertwo advantagesthat TPR has in early stages oflanguage learning. He thinks
that even though TPR commands are given in oral form,later on,teachers may ask
studentsto writethem onthe board and let students copy them. This provides students

with the opportunity to see in print whatthey have comprehended in the spoken

language,and it will help students in their writing in the future. The other advantage that
Krashen(1983)has mentioned is thatthe possibility ofstudents' errors is reduced. He

thinks that with TPR,students make mistakes only when they fail to understand and
execute the command incorrectly. However,there will always be a correct model to
imitate,so students can constantly check the actions oftheir classmates and selfcorrect

almostimmediately. Thus,students feel less pressured and more confidentin learning
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the target langiJage. In addition,ejqierience and research have shown thatthe TPR

students not only achieve greater listening comprehension butalso greater reading

comprehension than control groups despite the factthatreading is not specifically taught

In one study the TPR students acquire these skills fivetimesfasterthan the control group
(Krashen,

An importMtasi^

in language teaching and learning is TPR

storjfftelling. Accor^ngto Cuitein(1991),stoiytellihg is a very important method for
providing students with natural language experiences even duriiig very early stages of
language acquisition. The nature ofstones allows for endless variety in the classroom.
Students add humon creativity,and originality to their ovvn versions ofstories. Once

having taken ownership,they are then highly motivated to communicate these storiesto
other students. However,while choosing stories,teachers should be aware ofthe

following critical elements. First, stories should be highly predictable or familiar to the

students from their native culture. Second,stories should include alarge propbrtion of

vocabulary. Third,stories should be repetitive,making regular use offormulas and
imttems. By these elements ofrepetition,language that students can later use is provided.
On the other hand,Ray and Seely(1997)also point outthe impbrtance ofTPR

storytelling. They indicate that wtriTPR storytelling,grammar is modeled and acquired,
nottaught and memorized as rules as in a traditional classroom. With TPR storytelling,
students are exposed to targeted,grammatically-ebrrect language until all grammar
concepts are internalized. According to Krashen and Terrell(1983),the longer formal

grariimar instruction is Relayed,the better students will acquire and correctly use
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grammatical language. Therefore,with TPR storytelling,students first develop an ear for

whatsoundsright,and then they are formallytaiightthe grarnhiar rules.
In adchtion,TPR storytelling classes are largely student-centered. Once
vocabulary is acquired,students spend theirtime in class usingthe language in reading,

writing,iilustrating,acting out,revising and sharing stories. Experience has shown that
teachers who teach with TPR storytelling have more energy than whentheyteach with

gnanimar-baseci approaches. TW^

for two reasons. First,teachers Spend less energy on

issues ofclassroom management,since students spend more time on task. Second,since

the preparation time is so minimal with TPR stoiytelling,teachers have moretime to
recreate and dolesson plans(Ray& Seely, 1997).

In conclusion,TPR provides other benefits over traditional approaches to

language teaching. Through consistentand comprehensible exposme to grammaticallycorrectlanguage,students develop asense for language. By allowing students to proceed
with natural language acquisition,fluency ispromoted. The low level ofstress also
enhances fluency,invites participation and increases motivation. Moreover,TPR

eliminates the neehfor meniorii^tidn oflengthy vocabiilary lists and complex grammar
rules. In contrast,it demands actiye!participation from students and help them realize

thatthey can respond to,act upon,and use commands,as well as value their progress.

Thus,TPR not only serves as efficient methodology in acquiring a second language but
also reinforces the use ofteambuilding,creative dramatics,and multiple intelligences as
well. .
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In summary,in order to achieyethe goal ofcreative dramatics,it is essential to

incorporate teambuilding,the socialfunctions oflanguage,multiple intelligences,and
Total Physical Response into the process ofcreative dramatics.
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CHAPTER THREE;THiipfeETICAL FlUMEWORK
A Model ofthe Dramatic Process

. These

Response strategies,and the application ofmultiple intelligences. The dramatic process,
on the other hand,consists oftwo primary aspects upon which a model ofdmmatic

process is built(see Figure 2). One ofthe aspects is the teacher's role in formal staging,
andthe other isthe recognition and developmentoftalent. From the aspectofthe

preparation and teaching strategies The stages ofpreparation are asfollows:(1)script;

(2)casting;(3)rehearsals;and(4)jkirfoiimance. The teaching strategyisteambuilding

roles and the social functions. From the aspectoftalentrecognition and development,the

stages oftalent developnaentconsist ofsense-awareness,movement,inrprovisation,

characterization,rehearsals,and performance. Multiple intelligences theory and Total
Physical Response are the ttiethods used to recognize and develop talent. However,the

performance.

dramatics. They need not only to monitor the talent developmentofstudents but also to
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Roles&

Social Functions

TheTeacher's Role in FormalStaging
Stages ofPreparation

Script. A script in cr^ive dramatics is critical. Teachers need to consider many
factors while choosing a play or a script. The firstfactor is the appropriateness ofa
script. Teachers must choose a script which meets students'language level. In other
words,the script should not be too difficultfor students to understand and to dramatize.

The second factor is that a good scriptshotdd offer as^^m

opporturuties as possible so

that teachers can involve all the students in the play. The third factor i$ thata good script

should contain soine ofstudents'background Miowledge so thattheir interest can be
evoked. The lastfactor is choosing a script with room for creativity. In other words,a
good script should provide with room and space forthe players to create their own ideas
(Wessels, 1987).

Casting. The matter ofcasting is important,andthus casting should be done

carefully. Teachers need to getthe best possible casttogether by going through
typecasting over and over. In order to letthe audience believe the reality ofthe
characters,the characteristics ofthe players can not be too differentfrom the description
or the implication in the script. Moreover,double casting is necessary in case ofthe
absence ofthe players. In fact,double casting also provides twice the opportunities for
participation,especially for a large class. However,teachers need to make sure that both

casts have a chance to perform(McCaslin,1987).
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Rehearsals. In rehearsals,the teacher's role is as a director. Teachers need to set

up a rehearsal schedule. In order to avoid the anxiety and boredom ofrehearsals,the best
way is to arrange frequent but short rehearsals. During the rehearsal process,scenes

should be rehearsed first,and complete run-throughs come later. Burgess and Gaudry

(1985)point outthe basic guideline for rehearsals asthe following,(see Table 5)
Table 5. The Basic Guideline for Rehearsals

The focus is on exploration oflesson content and its meanings. Questions or instructions
should be explained clearly so that students know whatto do.

Teachers need to keepthe development ofthe group in mind and not to accept obviously
half-hearted,sloppy efforts within the drama.

Teachers,sometimes,can question students' actions for character motivation.

Teachers can use side-coaching to encourage and supportexploration within the drama.
Commentaries and discussions are necessary.

Teachers need to watchthe effects oftheir instructions,questions and handling of
particular students.

Rehearsals are divided into two phases—early rehearsals and later rehearsals. In

the early stages ofrehearsals,the activities should include the following:(1)physical
warm-ups;(2)vocal warm-ups;(3)pre-reading improvisation;(4)rehearsal with script;

(5)improvisation without script;and(6)consolidation rehearsal with script. Physical
warm-ups help students to break down restraint or shyness and to provoke their energy.
Vocal warm-ups aim to warm up students'voices. Pre-reading improvisation helps to
prepare students for the language they are about to meetin the scene. Rehearsing with

the script helps students gain a clear idea ofhow and where they should move and
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perform certain gestures. Improvisation withoutthe script helps to free studentsfrom

over-dependence on the script,and also helps them with the actual learning ofthe lines.
After the above improvisation has been completed,one can rehearse the scene once more,
then discuss any problems relating to the scene. The later rehearsals are best done in the
room or hall where the actualperformance willtake place. By so doing,students are

provided with opportunitiesto familiarize themselves withthe actual performance
environment. Atthis stage,all ofthe essential props and other effects should have been

added so thatthe primary focus can be on the acting(Wessels, 1987).
Performance. Children's perfomance should be simple and informal. Teachers
have a great number ofresponsibilities here. They need to cahn and ease students'

nerves and stress before the performance. They need to encourage students to do thenbestin the performance. Teachers'attitude toward the performance is also important. If
teachers view it as a good piece ofwork,students will view it in much the same way and
look forward to the performance with anticipation rather than anxiety. It is not
appropriate for teachers to give excessive criticism and excessive praise at this stage. On

the contraiy,atthis stage,helping students checking costumes and props and making sure
that the players are comfortable in their clothes and that the clothes they wear add to the

individual and overall effect are more important.

Before the performance,the players' stress and anxiety are inevitable. To help
students relax before the performance is necessary. In addition,the preparations before
the performance are also important where teamwork is required. Each team has to take

the responsibility for various tasks such as staging,lighting,costumes,scenery,and so
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forth. Thatis,teamwork is both a necessityto a good performance and a source ofdeep
satisfaction to the players.
Teaching Strategies

In order to achieve the goal ofthe performance and help students learn bestfrom

the process ofcreative dramatics,te£U;hers need not only to employ an effectiye teaching
method but also to use&e class time efficiently. By applying teainbuildingroles and
fimctions

dramatics,all the istiidehts work collaboralively and

take respdnsibility so thatteairiwprk will be efficient.
Teambuilding roles and socialfunctions: In teambuilding,leadership plays a very
essential and important part. The roles ofleadershipincludetask-leaders and groupmaintenance leaders. In order to work efficiently and effectively during the process of

creative dramatics,it is necessary for teachers to apply teambuilding roles and ftmctions
in the process. As a matter offact; dramais a group art work. Thatis,in order to
accomplish the goal ofdrama,teamwork is pivotaTand essential.

By applying teambuilding roles mid the social functionsin the process ofcreative
draniatics,teachers divide students into teams or groups and assigti each team a different

task. For example,the property committee(team)is responsible for all the properties
needed;the costume committee(team)is responsible for all the costumes;the scenery

committee is responsible for scenery,and so forth. In each ofthese teams,teachers need
to assiga a task-leader and a group^maintenance leader. The primaryjob ofthetaSk

leader is to ask for information,suggestions,and Orientation while the group-maintehmjce
copes
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Apartfrom the

above,the teacher's role atthis stage is a

teambuilder,a mentor^ and a supervisor as well. Teachers ne^d to be aware ofthe

variablesinvolved ih the nature ofteams themiseiyes. Notwo children,leaders,orteams
are alike:Neither dothey remain consistentin their difference from dayto day or even

minuteto minute. Every individual in theteams is constantly growing and evblyingi so
teachers needto recognizethese variables in orderto guide the teams mosteffectively.

In conclusion,as O'Neill and Lambert0982)state,while setting uptehmwork in
the process ofcreative dramatics,teachers need to take the following considerationsinto
account. First,the work should be designed to provide more information,deepen the

thinking or feelings,extend the skills ofthe participants,and provide a change ofpace
and activity;second,the task must be made clear;third,appropriate sized teams should

be established;fpurth,students should be encouraged to work with different partners and
outside their ownfriendship groups;fifth,teachers need to be availableto give guidance
and supervision to eachteam;sixth,there must be enough time forteamsto complete

their tasks,reach their goals,and share their work with other groups.
TheProcess ofCreative Dramatics—TalentRecognition and Development

Another aspectofthe dramatic process is talent recognition and development. It
is composed ofstages ofrecognition and development. The strategies fortalent
recognition and developmentare based onthe multiple intelligences theory and TPR.

The stages ofdevelopment,onthe other hand,include sense-awareness and movement,
characterization and improvisation,rehearsals,and performance.
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TalentRecQgMtion Using Multiple Intelligences Theory

Creative dramatics is an artform,which involves all kinds ofskills such as art,
dance,music,and so forth. Therefore,in orderto accomplish the goal ofcreative

dramatics,teachers need not only to have students work inteams butalso to recognize the

various intelligence in students. Gardner's(1983)theory ofmultiple intelligences has
great potential for helping recognize human capabilities. His basic premise is that
intelligence is nota single construct;that is,individuals have at least eight distinct
intelligences that can be developed.

Accordingto Lazear(1991),there are four steps for helping recognize and
develop multiple intelligences. The developmental steps are as the following.
First ofall,teachers need to awaken students' intelligence. A particular
intelligence can be activated through activities that require the five senses,intuition,or
metacognition.

Secondly,teachers need to amplify students'intelligence. Thatis,teachers need
to focus this part ofthe lesson on improving and strengthening the intelligence.

Thirdly,teachers need to teach with the intelligence. Atthis stage,teachers need
to structure lessons for multiple intelligences,emphasizing and using different

intelligences in both teaching and learning processes.

Lastly^ teachers need to help studentstr^sferthe intefiigenee. T^ is,this stage
is eoncemed with the integration ofintelligence into different areas such as the process of
creative dramatics,solving problems,or chd^^
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in the real life.

in conclusion,being able to recognize students' distinct intelligences and to
nurture students' different intelligences will help teachers create effective teams where
students can achieve bestin the process ofcreative dramatics.
TalentDevelopmentUsing TPR

The main features ofTotalPhysicalResponse include the following;(1)listening
comprehension develops before speaking;(2)understanding is developed through
movements ofthe student^s body;and(3)the aniounto stress presentin the learning

process is miminized. Similarly,in the process Ofcreative di^amatics,teachers need to

provoke Students'sense-aWtffeness which includeslistening,looking,touching,smelling

and tasting;teachers need to help students express themselveshaturaily through
movement;and teachers need toinitigate the stress and anxiety ofstudents. Thus,by
integrating the Total Physical Response approach in the process ofcreative dramatics,

both teachers and students achieve notonly the goal ofthe performance but also the goal
oflanguage learning.
In the Total physical Respoiise approach,studehts actoha series ofconmiands.

By listening and respondingto the commands given bythe teacher,students gradually
develop dieir listening comprehetision in the targetlanguage attd provoke one oftheir
sense-awareness—liistening. AsIv^chityre(1974)says;"listeningto sounds irithe

enviroinnenf,identi^ngthem,and projectingthem into characters,feelings,and stories

aid in the developmentofachild'simagiftation"(p. 8). The otherfactors ofsenseawareness such aslooking,touching,smelhng and tasting all involve physical actibhs.
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which is thefocus ofTotalPhysical Response. Therefore,the TPR approach can fit well
into the process ofcreative drarnatics.

A TotalPhysical Response lesson often includes hands-on activities,songs,
games,and role-play; all ofthese require studentsto expressthemselves through
movement. In the process ofcreative dramatics,movementis an importantelement of

drama. That is, movementand drama merge in the expression offeelings and ideas. By
utilizing the Total Physical Response approach,teachers can best prepare studentsfor
movementin drama.

Other Means ofTalent Development

Sense-awareness and movement. Sense-awareness is the first stepin the process
ofcreative dramatics. The purpose Ofthis step is to help students bring their senses to
conscious level. These senses include listening,looking,touching,smelling and tasting

(Mclntyre,1974). Thesuccess ofdrama work depends on the abilities ofthe players to
use their sensory systems to go exploring in order to make discoveries. Thatis,creative

drama requires students to reach inside themselvesfor most ofwhatthey need in order to

imagine,invent,and express. Therefore,keeping sense-awareness alive and strong is
essential to growth in drama. De|X;nding on sense-awareness,movementis developed.

Linking senses to movementhelps students develop their unique powersofselfexpression(Gottrell,1987). By encouraging creative movement,teachers can help
students create their own styles ofmovement,gain confidence in their body,and develop
spatial awareness. Thus,it is easy to move from creatiye movementto drama.
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characterization and imprbvisatioh. Gharaeterizalion fe tKe core oftte dramatic
process. The essence ofdrama depends onthe developmentofthe abiiify to enacta

variety ofcharacters mentally,eniOtionally,and physically. After students become aware

oftheir own abilities,they can use them to understand and portray others. This abilily in

dramatization. Onethe other hand,improvisation aimsto develop a dramatic situation
without benefit ofa^tten script

noteasy at first. Dialogues may notflow easily

even when they have been preceded bymuch vvork in pantomime and athordu^
understanding ofthe Situation. Therefore,it is betterto begin with simple situations in

order to getacciistomed to using dialogiid. Afterthe characters developthrough

(Mclntyre,1974;McCaslin,1987);

;

Thus,in the dramatic process,the teacher's responsibility is to encourage students

Atthe same time,a variety ofways tp recognize Students'individuality using the

multiple intelligences theory and to develop their talent in movement using kinesthetic
means

in a systematic way.
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CHAPTER FOUR:CURRICULUM DESIGN

Curriculum Organization
Two units are included in this curriculum. The first unit focuses on the

development oftalent and multiple intelligences by means ofintroducing Japanese
culture,Japanese traditional art forms,and Japanese festivals. The second unit focuses

on creative dramatics based on a Japanese folktale,"The Magic Sieve," which describes
how a poor man finds a magic sieve,how greedy his sister is,and how the sea becomes
salty. By incorporating teambuilding and TPR into the dramatic process,this unit

provides not only formal staging experiences but also innovative teaching and learning
methods.

Each lesson contains a lesson plan,which serves as a teacher's manual. The
lesson plan provides activities and ideas for teaching. The focus sheets and work sheets
provide ample opportunities for students to learn and practice the skills feature in the
lesson. The format ofa lesson plan regulates the teaching procedures and provides
variety ofactivities for teaching. The general teaching procedure ofeach lesson consists

offour steps. The first step is to activate or provide background knowledge for students;
the second step is to teach the content subject by using various activities;the third step is
to provide different teaching methods in order to meetthe needs ofdifferent students; and
the fourth step is to assess or to evaluate students' learning.
Moreover,each lesson ofthe first unit contains at least one focus sheet and work

sheet. Focus sheets contain texts based on Japanese culture,and work sheets contain

follow-up practices and activities that reinforce students'learning. These follow-up
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practices and activities include songs,hands-on activities such as making afish kite,
answering questions,comparing and contrasting,and so forth. On the other hand,the
focus sheets and work sheets in the second unit emphasize die process ofcreative

dramatics such as evoking sense awareness ofstudents,characterizing the script,roleplaying the script,and so on. Lastly,some lessons contain assessment sheets with

differentitems included for testing students'understanding. The content ofassessment
sheets is always related to what students have already learned in the specific lesson.
A Model ofthe Dramatic ProcessIncorporated into the Curriculum

The design ofthis curriculum is based on the model ofdramatic process
explicated in Chapter Three. Thatis,this curriculum incorporates teambuilding roles and

the social fimctions,multiple intelligences.Total Physical Response,and the dramatic
process such as sense awareness,movement,and characterization,rehearsals,and the

performance. The descriptions ofhow this curriculum incorporates these concepts ofthe
model are stated as follows.
Teambuilding Roles and the Social Fimctions

Because creative dramatics is a group artform,teamwork is essential. Therefore,

teambuilding roles and functions match the design ofthis curriculum. The firstlesson of
the second unitincorporates all the teambuilding roles and functions into the lesson so

that students know whatteamwork is. This also provides a cue for students that they will
all work togetherthroughoutthe whole dramatic process. Thus,the first lesson contains
activities such as building team identity,creating team names,and eslal^lishing mutual

support and synergy in teams. In addition,firom the second lesson through the sixth
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lesson,each lesson containsteamwork. That is,students are divided into teams and work

on differenttasks that are assigned bythe teacher. For example,in each lesson^ students

are divided into the castteam,the prop teani,and the sitaging team,and each team has to
work on ateam project which leads to the final performance ofthe drama. Asthe team
projects are completed,students also learnthe meaningfulness ofteambuilding.
Multiple Intelli^nCes
Multiple intelligences thebiy is used to help students identify their particular
tendency oftalent and intelligence so that students can best use their talent in drama. The

first lesson ofthe first unit contains a work sheetthat provides a basic understanding of
multiple intelligences for students, In addition,each lesson contains activities that help

students recognize and develop their particular intelligence. For example,students are

divided into teams and assigned as Bodily/Kinesthetic Team,Musical/Rhythmic Team,
and Interpersonal Team,then they have to work on differenttasks or activities that help
them to develop and recognize their intelligences. Step by step,students become more
aware ofdieir own developmentofvarious intelligences. Meanwhile,teachers get better

ideas when they choose a script and do the casting.
Total Phvsical Response

The TotalPhysicalResponse strategies play an important part in this curriculum,
especially in the second unit. Before students are ready forthe perforinance ofa drama;

they need all kinds ofwarm-ups to get involved inthe draina. The vvann-up activities
include sonsory awareness,movement,and characterization,and allofthese activities

require physical actions which are included in the scope ofTPR. In addition,firom die
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second lesson through the fifth lesson,each lesson contains role-playing. These role

plajdng a^ctivities aim to activate students'learning as wellasteachers'teaching. By
participating in role-playing,students learn the dialogue from the script. By having

students ac?t outthe dialogues,teachers can evaluate students' understanding ofthe script
;at,the'same time..

■

The Dramatic Process

Thp dramatic processincludes sense awarenessj,movement,characterization,
rehearsal^ and performance. Inthe second unit ofthe curriculum,each lessoh contains

activities to prepare studentsforthe performance ofthe folktale. The basic procedures of
each lessbn are as follows.

First ofall,the sensory awareness activities aim to stimulate students'four senses.

For example,teachers put a wide variety ofsmall objects in a box and ask each studentto

touch one ofthe objects in the box and describeit Thishelps evoke students' sense Of
touch. Second,the creative movementactivities mm to waran Up students' bodies andto

break down inhibition and shyness. For example,teachers have students distinguish
between three-dimensional shapes and simple straight lines,then ask them to inake a

straight line with their arms. This helps students to warm up their bodies. Third,the
characterization practice aims to prepare students for the language they are aboutto meet
inthe scene to be rehearsed. For example,teachers ask students questions aboutthe
many types cifsea creatures which exist,then have them think aboutthe kind ofsea

creature mchone would like to be and ask them to dance as the creatures perform.
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towards the peiformance. The basic procedures are as follows;(1)physical warm-ups;

wth script;and(5)dress rehearsals without script.

are

enhanced. By incoiporatihg the model bfdramatic process into t curriculum,students
■m

English language learning.
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■

■

CHAPTER^FlVEtASSESSMENT
Purpose ofAssessment

According to Schwartz and Aldrich(1985),assessmentin creative drama has two

purposes. One is tp improve implementation ofthe lesson at hand,and the other is to

make soitte stat^hient aboutthe learners,the learning,and/or the dramatic outcome in

order to design objectives to meetthe needsofthe class in fiiture lessons. In other words,
it is difficultfor either teachers pr students to make progressifthere is no feedback

provided byeffectiye assessment.

is,at every stage ofthe lesson,teachers need to

judge the group's level ofinterestinthe thenie,the effectiveness ofthe strategies that are

To Improve EurtherPlavihg ofthe Lesson

Tn assessing the drama experience,teachers may begin by examining their own
contribution to the work. It is helpful to look atthe teacher's eontribution tothe lesisdtt in

terms oflesson planning. Thatis, while planning a lesson incoiporating drama

techniques,teachers need to be aware oftwo objectives. The firstobjective is to help

students overcome resistanceto the targetlan^ge,and the second objective isto create
a need to speak by putting students insituations where theyfeel compelled to speak.

Therefore,as Wessels(1987)points out,to evaluate a drama lesson,teachers need to take
the following considerationsintpaccpunt(See Table 6). Ifthe essential components ofa

lesson using dramateclmiques are presentinthe lesson,ifteachers can answer''yes'^fo
mostofthe evaluation questions,then they are well on the way to applying drama
techniques successflilly in their own teaching.
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Table6.Criteria forPlanning aDrama Lesson(Wessels,1987)
Objective 1:Overcoming resistance to the

Objective 2:Creating a need for speaking

targetlanguage

a. Isthe experience enjoyable?
b. Are the targetsrealistic?
C; Is there a cre^ve"slow down"of
experience?

a. Are there situations/problems that
demand solution?

b. Is responsibiliW placed on the learner?

c. Would the lesSpn involve all the
studehtS,including the shyer or weaker

d. Can the lesson be linked to the

students'own experience?

ones?

e. Are the students in a stete ofreadiness

V:-'7te:learti?:':;

Identifying Learners' Special Talents and Needs

Grading students in creative dramatics should be avoided It is also impossible

and unnecessaryto assess each individual studentduring every draina experience.
However,a sirnple check list may be helpful in eva^luating growth and develppm^

It is

importanttolake noteofeach student's w^ork regularly and often enoughthat progress
can be noted. Hnusua^ abilities or difficulties shoidd be noted,especially ifdifficuities

seem persisterrt atid are impedmgthe student's normal progress and/or ititerferirig with
the work ofthe group. Thus,the check list should provide with a guide to the emphases
in teaching creative drama and an aid to the identification ofchildren's individualneed

and progress(McCasliri,1987). Cottrell(1987)suggests a check list which can provide
immediate feedbackto individual student(see Figure 3).
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Creative DrainsPtogress Chart
Name

Period Beginning

First Observation

jyjletouse body ePfectiw

Second

Third

1 2345

1 2345

1 2345

1 2345

1 2345

1 2345

show ideas,ieolinj^,imitative
,actians;o:;;-:^'-•

Osessensory recall to guide
pantdmime' . ■

■

Demonstrates understond^
spatialperceptionin
(1)self-space

'v/

125 4 5

1 234 5

12345

1 2345
1 2345

1 2^^^3
1 234 5

1 2345
1 2 34 5

(1) tempo (fet,med, slow)

12 54 5

12 3 4 5

123 4 5

(2) energy levels

12345

12345

12345

(2)shared space
(3)larger^ace
Can citetrol body naovententin
■tertns'of: - : . ^

V: ,

Uses f^ial expression and
gesture to demonstrate:
(1) ideas
(2) feelings
(3) roles

12 3 4 5
12345
12345

12 3 4 5
12345
12345

12 3 4 5
1234 5
12 3 4 5

(1) follow directions
(2) show respect

12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5

12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5

1 2 3 45
12 3 45

Willing to try new things

12 3 4 5

123 45

1 2 3 45

Shows original thought and
imaginative expression

12 3 4 5

12345

12345

Xistens^'to:

-"i '

Figure 3. Creative DramaProgress Chart (Cottrell, 1987, p. 235)
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Types ofAssessment

According to Coiutney(1980),there are three types ofassessmentin creative
drama. They are stated as follows.

ITie firsttype ofassessment

This type ofassessment

provides teachers with information about studeiitsso th^dimna actiyitiesc^begin
This assessmentis achieved by observing some criteria such as concentration,sincerity,
ability to sustain a role,ability to work with others,and the levelofdramatic skills.

The second type ofasseSsihent isformatiye assessment. This type ofassessment
provides teachers with information about how the program is functioning and the
achievementleyels ofthe stUdCntS at miy particular mornent This assessment is achieved

by observing the criteria such asaChievernent iri appropriatediamatic forms,achievement
in appropriate dramatic rples an^d models,and ability to work with others and leadership.
The third type ofassessmentis summative assessment. This type ofassessmentis
usually used atthe end ofthe program. It givesteachers information about whatthe

program has achieved and how muchthe students have achieved(Courtney,1980).

Besides these three types ofassessment,itIs importantforteachers to giye

immediate feedbackto several individuals,praising tiieir efforts Or giving suggestions.

By giving feedback to the grOUp and to the individuals during or irnmcdiately following
the lesson,assessment and repotting is done. Teachers willfind it very Useful to keep the
goals and objectivesclearly in mind $0thatthe feedback can be specific.
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pdii^ ofAssessment in Creative Drama

Keeping track ofeach student's progress and growth in drama requires some way
to evaluate and keep records that is not overly burdensome yet are sufficient to be useful.

Iftedehing goals and student objectives are clearly stated and determiiied in the planning,
teachers will find iteasier to setup assessmentand evaluation procedures Written tests

in drama are usually useless. Long-range progress is probably best handled by keeping a
one-page check listfor each student, l^e check list shoxdd cohsist bfitems based on the

long-range goals and objectives as wellas items associated with specific sldlls such as

ability to show appropriate emotional response through facial and body expression,

progressin niovementand pantomime work,and so on. In ad^tionteachers nei^to
design tiieir own check likorevyuation insti

so that they can be cooperatively

developed by gmde level. Moreover,it is essential to leave room on each student's report
for individualcoinments,for students expectto receive feedback on drama participatibii

just asi^eywould for the other subject matters. Thus,teachers need to beaware of
looking at each studeiit's progress in ternis ofthe student's otm growth rather than as he
or she cornftosto peers(Cottrell, 19810.
In this ciirriculiim,each leSson contains^sessmenteither with or without and
assessment sheet. In the first unit ofthe curriculum,the assessment aims to assess each

objective. For exarnple,in Assesspaent Sheet 1-1,students haveto name and describe

four traditional arts ofJapan and draw the picture oftheirfavoritefiaditional artpfjapan.
In addition,students also have to compare and contrast Japanese and Chinese cultural
treasures. By doing so,teachers can know what students learn from the lesson and what
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needsto be enforced. In the second lesson,students have to work in groups and write

orally. This is one type ofassessment without an assessment sheet. Thistype of
assessment can also be seen in the fourth lesson ofthis unit. Moreover,because the

targetlevel ofthis curriculum is elementary school,some assessment is composed of

drawing pictures so thatstudents can enjoy learningthrough assessment.

performances. For example,students have to act outthe dialogue based on the script,and
the castteam has to act out the scene in each lesson. In order to help students leam die

vocabulary in each lesson,each lesson contains assessment ofyocabulaiy. Students have

to do word searching,fill in blanks,and play vocabulary games such as"Fly Swatter"in
the first lesson.
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UNIT ONE:JAPAN—THECULTURE

Lesson One;The Treasures ofJapan
Lesson Two:Japanese Theater

Lesson Three:The Tea Ceremony
LessonFour: AncientRobes

Lesson Five: Festivals through the Year
Lesson Six: A Love ofNature
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Lesson One;The Treasures ofJapan
Objectives:

1. To present the topic ofLiving National Treasures ofJapan
2. To recognize and name four traditional arts ofJapan
3. To practice activities that utilize various kinds ofintelligence
4. To compare and contrast the treasures ofJapan and China
Vocabulary: anxious,preserve,heritage,traditional,throughout,thousand,kill,
receive, honor,treasure,reserve,government,recognize,ensure,dedicate,
apprentice,slender,delicate,instruct
Materials:

Poster 1-1,Focus Sheet 1-1,Focus Sheet 1-2,Focus Sheet 1-3,Focus Sheetl-4,
Focus Sheet 1-5, Word Bank 1-1, Work Sheet 1-1, Work Sheet 1-2,Assessment
Sheet 1-1

Involving students' background,interests,and prior knowledge:

Ask students the following questions:
1. Where is Japan?
2. Have you been to Japan? Ifyou have,please tell us what you think
about Japan.
3. Can you describe one thing from Japan?
Teaching with variety:

Visual: Use Poster 1-1 to show students the location ofJapan. Word Bank 1-1,
illustrations on Focus Sheet 1-3 and 1-4
Task:

1. Pair Work:Pair up students and have them read to each other the
article on Focus Sheet 1-1.

2. Writing a Sentence: After students read the article on Focus Sheet 1-1,

have each student make up a sentence about what they read.
3. Listening to Description: Read the article on Focus Sheet 1-2 and have
students listen carefully to the description ofKokeshi dolls,then ask
students to draw pictures from the information they heard.
4. Culture Tour: Distribute Focus Sheet 1-3 and 1-4 to students. Have

them work in groups and talk about whatthey know about each art
form.
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exercise on Work Sheet 1-1
:> ''iS;:''

7. Multiple intelligences; Use Focus Sheeti-5lo^v6s1^^

a basic

iniderstanding ofmultiple intelligences.
8 Intelligence Recomition;Distribute Work Sheet 1-2to students. Go

Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities:

Divide students info three teams and assigneach team as Verbal/Linguistic Team,
Logical/Mathematical Team,and Visual/Spatial Team,then have each team work on
differenttasks.Have the Verbal/Linguisticteam write a short essay on whatthey learn

what they have done.
Assessment:

I. Have students answerthe five questions on AssessmentSheet 1-1.
2' ,

3. Use Work Sheet 1-1 as assessment
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Lesson Two:Japan^e Theater
Objectives:
L

2.To'ii

performances

k To pi^etice activities that utilize variouslands ofintelligence
Vocabulary: mythology,discover,century,dreamlike,cycle,spectacular,heroine,
miserable,bare,audience,whereas,outsmarting,orchestra,chorus,exaggerate,
puppeteer,elaborately
: Materials:,

Focus Sheet 2-1,Focus Sheet2-2,FocusSheet2-3,Word Bank 2-1, Work Sheet
2-1, Work Sheet 2-2

Involving students'backgroundvinterests,and prior knowledge:
Ask the follov^

L What are the traditionalChinese theater performances?
2. How do you like Chinese opera or Taiwanese opera? Why?
4. Can you name onefype ofJapanese theater?
Teaching with variety:
Visual:Illustrations on Focus Sheets,Word Bank 2-1

1. Listening for Key Words:Ask students to listen carefully to the article
on Focus Sheet2-L Then ask them to write everything they can
rememberfrom thpir listening.
2. Pair Work:Pair up students and have one ofthe students read the
article on Focus Sheet 2-2,and the other read the one on Focus Sheet

2-3. Then ask them to tell each other whatthey summarized from their
V/-'''reading., . ' ^
3. Creating Descriptive Phrases: As a class project^ tell students to look at
the illustrations on Focus Sheets and ask them to think ofdifferent
ways oflooking atthe illustrations. Thenr^ordthe different
descriptionsimder each illustration.
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4.

Responding to diversity witb a range ofactivities:

a

Assessment;

1. Use Work Sheet2-1 as assessment.
2.

theater. Then ask one ofthe students from each group to present whatthey
write orally.
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/■, LessonThreej The^TeaGeremoIiy,^.::;^;.:V
Objectives:
1. To learn about Japanese teat^feinGny

2. Toidenti^ the utensils usedinJapanese tea ceremony
3. To practice activities that utilize Intrapersonal intelligence
Vocabulary: ceremony, ritual, surroundings, master,priest, meditation, discipline,
elegant, concentrate, variation, cha^^
harmony, brew, resemble, utensil,
smother, frothy
Materials:

Poster 3-1, Focus Sheet 3-1,Focus Sheet 3-2, Word Bank 34, Work Sheet $-1,
Assessment Sheet 3-1

Involving students* bacHground, interests, and prior knowledge:

Bring a Chinese tea set tp tihe classroom andhave students demonstrate how to
make Chinese tea.

Teaching with variety:
Visual: Use Poster 3-1 to show students the utensils that are ised in the Japanese
tea ceremony. WordBank 3-1
Task:

1. ReadingRelay Race: Divide students into groups of four, then ask
them to take turns to read 2-3 sentences from the articles on Focus

Sheet 3-1 and 3-2 till they finishboth articles.
2. Summary: Have students write a summary of what they read from the
articles onFocus Sheet 3-1 and 3-2.

3. Listeningto ]^hOther: Ask students to share aninteresting object or
piece ofinfonnatipnrelatedto tea drinking with the group.
4. Survey Questions: Have students walk around die classroom and ask
10 people the questions on Work Sheet 3-1.
Responding to diversity with a range activities:

In order to foster students' intrapersonal inteUigence, have each student vvrite a
report about Japahese tea ceremony.
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Assessment:

1. Use Task 1 and Task 2as assessment

2. Have students draw six pictures ofJapanese tea ceremony utensils on
Assessment Sheet 3-1.
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LessonFou^

■Ofcjecti^esr ■ ■ ■ :;

1/To learn how to make apaper kimbnd
2. To practice developing a sentence into aparagraph

3. To learn about Japanese ancient robes
4. To practice activities that utilize various kinds of intelligence
Vocabularv: embroider, intricate, zipper, sash, cozy, flannel, artisan, exquisitely,
loom,slip,wmst
Materials:

Poster 4-1, Focus Sheet 4-1, WordBank 4-1, Work Sheet 4-1
Involving students' background, interests, and prior knowledge:
Use Poster 4-1 to show students what Japanese ancient robes are andhave them
describe what they see.
Teaching with Variety:
yisual; Poster 4-1, WordBank 4-1

1; Listening for the Magic Word;ReadFocus Sheet 4-1to students.
Choose the word, "kimono" as the magic word. Ask students to listen
for the word and as soon as anyone hears it, to say, "Magic Word."
2.

Make aKimono: Distribute Work Sheet 4-1 and have students make

their own paper kimonos.
3. Treasure Hunt for New Words; Write today's new words onpaper and
hide them in the classroom. Have students follow the clues they have
to find out where the new words are.

4. Developing aParagraph about a Special Topic: have students write a
paragraph about the topic, "IfIhad a kimono..."
Respondiiig to diversity with a range of activities:
Divide students into three teams. Assign them as Interpersonal, Yerbal/Linguistic,

andBodily/Kinesthetic Teams. Ilayethe Verbal/Linguistic teamvvrite a story about any
topics, the Interpersonal team write a conversationbased on the story, and
Bodily/Kinesthetic team act out the conversation.
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Assessment:
1. Use Task 4 as assessment.

2. Divide students into groups and have them discuss whatthey know about
kimonos. Then have each group do an oral presentation.
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X^son Fivei;]^^

Tliroiigli the Year

Objectives:

2. To leam how to make a fish kite
3.:
4.

Vocabulary:celebration,debt sin,add,pine,bamboo,flexibility,destroy,
disappear,lure,poke,grab,caye,entrmice,fill,competition,competitor.

■Materiate:,^ '-/;:
Focus Sheet 5-1, Focus Sheet 5'2, WordBatik 5--1, Work Sheet 5-1
AdditionalMaterials:

Tagbo^d strips, butcher paper, crayons, glue, scissors,hole piinchj string, stick
Involvmg students' background, intemts, and prior knowledge:
Ask the fpllowing questions:
1. Can you name five Chinese festivals?
2.

When is Chinese New Year?

3. Is Japanese New Year on the same day as Chinese New Year?
A, ' '

Teaching With variely:
Visual: Ttliistrations on Work Sheet 5-1. WordBank 5-1
Task:
1.

in each group to be akite stuck in a tree. A gust of wind comes along
to release it. The kite describes how it feels and what it sees as it is

flying.
2. Making a FishKite: Distribute Work Sheet 5-1 and ask students to
read the directions on the work sheet. Then have them make their own
fish kite.
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3. Pair Work:Pair up students and have them read to each other the
article on Focus Sheet 5-1.

4. Main Idea: Have students listen carefully to the article on Focus Sheet
5-2,then ask each student to write the main idea ofthe article.

Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities:

Divide students into two teams and assign one ofthe teams as Natural Team and
the other as Visual/Spatial Team. Ask the natural team to go outside the classroom and
find some objects from nature. Then havethe Visual/Spatial team design their own styles
ofJapanese New Year decorations.
Assessment:

1. Divide students into groups and have them discuss whatthey know about
Japanese festivals. Then have each group write their answers on the
chalkboard.

2. Have students show their fish kites to the class.
3. Use Task 4 as assessment.
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Lesson Six: A Love of Nature
■ ■ ■■ , ■ .■

■

■

■ ■ ,

." . : ■ ■

■■

.

Objectives;

1. Toidam how toinake an artificial cherry blossom tree
2.To practice summaiiang an article

3.To ihiderstand Japanese viewpoints ofnature
4.To become familiar with descriptive words

5. To practice activities that Utilize various kinds ofintelligence
Vocabjdary:inspire,highlight,appreciate,rejoice,delight,ordinary,bloom,
eagerly,exploding,construct,fragrant,stain,vamish,sculpt,pebble,miniature,
frame,dwarf,constantly,prune,represent
Materials:

Focus Sheet6-1,Focus Sheet6-2, Word Bank 6-1,Work Sheet6-1,Assessment
Sheet6-1

Additional Materials:

Pink or white tissue paper,little pots,glue

Involving students' background,interests,and prior knowledge:
Take students outside the classroom and have a campustour. Ask studentsto find
a branch that has fallen from a tree for uselater oh in dass.In case students can't

find any branches,teachers should prepare branchesto give students.
Teaching with variety:

Visual- An artificial cherry blossom tree. Word Bank 6-1,Assessment Sheet6-1

1 A Cherrf Blossom Tree:Divide studentsinto groups offour,then
distribute Work Sheet6-1 and have students follow the directions to

make their own cherry blossom trees.
2. MdividualReading;Distribute Focus Sheet6-1 and ask students to
read the article by themselves. Then hiave students summarize what

;^::r--they^read.
V:'-/V':'-'-- '
3. Listening for Special Words:have studentslisten to the article on

Focus Sheet6-^ and ask them to write downthe descriptive words
they hearfrom the article.
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4.

the other student an oral clue about the plant on the card,and have the

Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities:

read about.

Assessment:
1.

2. Use Task 2 as assessment.

3. Use Task 3as assessment,and as a class make a list ofdescriptive words.
4. ■

■
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Poster 1-1
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Focus Sheet 1-1

Living National Treasures
The Japanese are anxiousto preserve their rich cultural heritage. Masters of

traditional artforms such as sword making,sumi-e painting,Kokeshi dolls,andNoh
theater are respected for their skiUs,dedication,and for the beautiful works they create.
ThroughoutJapan there are thousands ofpeople skilled in the traditional arts.
Only a small number ofthem,however,receive the great honor ofbeing named a"Living
National Treasure."This title is reserved for the very best artists. Living National

Treasures receive money from the governmentso they can continue their work.Japan is
the only country that recognizes its artists in this way.The government wants to honor
them and ensure that they will pass on their valuable skills to the next generation.
Dedicated apprentices study many years learning the techniques ofthe great masters.
Today there are abouta hundred Living National Treasures,and afew more artists are
honored with the title every year.
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Focus Sheet 1-2

kok^hi Dolls

doll lovers all over the world.

,an

mm
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Focus Sheet 1-3

Japanese Traditional ArtForms
2. Sumi-e painting

1. Japanese sword

jm

3,Japanese weaving

4. Kokeshi dolls

-s

¥.
/

f33i

'ig7'4£»

>1

5.Pottery

6.Lacquer ware

7. Woodcarving

8.Writing materials

^ ...

V"
4- c

'"'Vy
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Focus Sheet 1-4
Traditional Chinese Art Forms

1. Jade-carving

2. Weaving

3.Papercutting

4.Pottery

/So
'r?S

6. Writing materials

5. Carved stamps(Seals)

&&S

7.Paperjoss

8.Embroidery
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Focus Sheet 1-5

Multiple intelligences

1. Verbal/Linguistic: This prefers words,word games,reading, writing; has good
memory for words;think in words.

2. Logical/Mathematical: Likes numbers,abstract reasoning,formulas,symbols, and
patterns.

S.Bodily/Kinesthetic: Uses the complete body in expressing ideas and feelings,is
creative with sports,gestures often and has good coordination.

4. Visual/Spatial: Enjoys pictures and designs,colors and visual textures.
5. Musical: Musical forms relax and inspires. Easily remembers melodies and
rhythms.

6.Interpersonal: Quickly senses the moods,intentions,motivations,and feelings of
other people and can act smoothly in social situations.
V.Intrapersonal: Likes to work alone;sense own complex feelings.

8. Naturalist: Enjoys the outdoors,plants,animals,and is sensitive to the natural
enviromnent and living things.
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Worksheet 1-1

Comparing Japanese and Chinese Cultural Treasures

Work in groups and write down as many answers as you can.
1. Make a list ofJapanese arts.

2. Brainstorm and make a list ofthe femous Chinese art forms.

3. What cultural treasures are similar in Japan and China?

4. What cultural treasures differ between these two cultures?

Work Sheet 1-2

Intelligeiice IBLc^ogiiitioiD

Ifyour answer is"yes"to the question,put an"x"inthe box by it, butdo not use"x"
more than 15 times.

1. LinguistiG

2. Logical/Mathema^^

ODo you like reading and writing?
DlX)you like keeping ajournal? ^ ^ ^ ^

DDo youlike abstract thinking?

ODo you like puns and tellingjokes?
□Do you have a good memory for words?
□Do you enjoy play word gmnes?

□Do you solve puzzles, number
sequences, and codes for fun?
□Do youuse graphic organizers to think?

3. Visual/Spatial

4. Musical

□Do you like to see designs?
□Do youenjoy creating products using

□Is music a language for you?
□Are instruments your friends?
□Does music relax and inspire you?

ODo youlike playing games like chess?

design andlayout skills?

^Can you easily formmentalpictures

□Can you hear harmony and melodies in

whenyouplan?

your mind?

DAre you sensitive to balance and
compositionin art?

5. Bodily/Kinesthetic

6. Inteipersonal

□ Do you like dancing, bikings swinuning
or skating?
□ Are you skillfid inusing your body?
□ Do you gesture often when you speak?
□ Can you easily readthe body language

□Do you enjoy person-to-person

of others?

communication?

□Do youprefer work in groups?
□Can you sense the motives of others?
□Can you correctly interpret a social
situation and make adjustment?

7. Intrapersonal

8. Natural

PDo you learh from silent reflection and

E3Do you enjoy the outdoors and animals?
□Do youhave a sensitivity to living

deep emotional processing?

□ Can you detect ypur own complex
feelings?

□ Do you often up-date your self-image?

things?
□Do you enjoy gardening?
□Are you usually aware of the rhythms of

□ Do you usually enjoy working alone?

nature?
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Assessment Sheet 1^1

Traditipnal Arts ofJapan
1.

1.

in the box below.

Descriptions

Names
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Word Bank 1-1

1. anxious:troubled and uneasy in mind
2. preserve:to keep in an unchanged condition

■4.

5

thousand: ten hundred

6; skill: ato

well

7;

8

receive: to accept or take in

9.

10. reserve:

put aside lor later occasion

11. recognize: to identi^^ from One^s previous knowledge or experience
12. ensure: to make certain

13. dedicate: to devote one's time or energy to a special purpose
14.

15. slender: slim and graceful
16 delicate: fine in texture

17 instruct: to give instructionin a subject or skill
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Focus Sheet 2-1
Noh Theater

According to Japanese mythology,theater was first discovered by the gods. The

gods then passed on their knowledge to the Japanese. Over the centuries Japanese theater

has developed into several rich traditions.
Noh is Japan's oldestform oftheater.
Performances date back to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries when plays were
put on for the samurai and upper classes. Noh theater is still performed today. The most

famous plays are based on legends and folktales. Noh plays often have a dreamlike
quality and feature ghosts and spirits. Their timeless themes stress that life is like a
wheel. Good and bad fortune come and go in never-ending cycles.
Noh theater is well-known for its masks and spectacular costumes. The two main

characters change their masksfrequently to reveal different emotions.Ifthe heroine is
miserable,she wears a mask to show her sadness. When she feels better,she pirts on a

happy mask.The scenery ofa Noh play is simple;sometimes the stage is almost bare.

■m.
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Focus Sheet 2-2
Kabuki

Kabuki theater is also very old. It was first created in the early seventeenth
century. Kabuki was started by a woman and was originally performed by women actors.

Today meri play all the parts,even the women's roles. The plays are colorful spectacles
performedjustasthey were two hundred years ago.

Kabuki performances are very long. Some plays last up to six-and-a-halfhours!
For many,a Kabuki play is a social occasion.It is acceptable for members ofthe
audience to make noise and voice their opinions during the performance.People bring
their own food and eat while they enjoy the show.

Whereasthe Noh playswere once performed forthe samurai,Kabuki was the
theater for the lower classes. The plays teach a lesson but are meantto be funny. They are
often aboutordinary people outsmarting members ofthe upper classes oflong ago.
An orchestra,chorus,and dancers are all part ofa Kabuki play. The chorus sings

the story while the performers act outtheir parts. The actors wear elaborate costumes and
heavy makeup and use exaggerated gestures. This may explain why the word Kabuki
means"to getfreaked out!"

SI
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Focus Sheet 2-3

Bunraku puppets

Bunraku is a musical puppettheater for adults. Bimraku puppets are almost as big
as real people. Clothed in black,the puppeteers stand right on stage behind the
elaborately dressed puppets. They work in full view ofthe audience,butthe audience

soon forgets aboutthem because all attention is focused onthe lifelike puppets. It takes
three skillful puppeteers to work a puppet:one for the body and right arm,one for the left

arm,and one for the feet. A narrator,called atayu,tells the story and says the puppets'
lines. A samisen accompanies the action. It is a stringed instrumentthat is played like a
guitar.

r2J»r!-v.<
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Work Sheet 2-1

Work in groups and answer the following questions.

1. What are the characteristics ofNoh theater?

2. What are the characteristics ofKabuki theater?

3. Whatare the characteristics ofBunraku puppets?
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Work Sheet 2-2

Singing a Japanese Song

Cultural Background
The song below is sung throughout Japan by primary children. Everyone knows
song is written in romanized Japanese. The translation is as follows:

C)

Springtime came. Springtime came.
Where did it come?
It came in the mountains.

It came in the village.
It also came in the fields.

Preparation
You might wantto become familiar with the pronunciation and the melody of the song.
It has a simple tune.

Activity

3
*•

'd V

Ha - ru ga ki - ta ha - ru ga ki - ta Do - ko ni ki - ta -

Jf

•

O

f

r rjr i

ya - ma ni ki - ta.

—J

€'

Sa - to ni ki - ta. No - ni mp ki - ta.
Pronunciation

Hah'-roc ga

kee-tah'

hah'-rooga

Doh'-koh

nee

kee-tah'

Yah-mah'

nee

kee-tah'.

Sah-toh'

nee

kee-tah'.

Noh-nee'

moh

kee-tah'.
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kee-tah'

Word Bank 2-1

1. mythology:the study ofmyths

2. discover:to obtain si^t or knowledge of
3. century: a period ofone hundred years
4. dreatnlike:like a dream

5. cycle:a series ofoperations that repeatregularly in the same order
6. spectacular: striking,impressive,amazing
7. heroine: a woman who is admired for her brave or noble deeds

8. misemble:feeling^v^ unhappy or imeasy or uncomfortable
9.bare: plain, without detail

10. audience:people who have gathered to hear or watch something
11. whereas: since it is the factthat

12. outsmarting:to outwit

."l3."
stringed ahd^nd^ i^^

14.chorus:a group ofsingers

IS

16.

17.elaborate: with many details or parts,complicated
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Poster 3-1

The Utensils in the Japanese Tea Ceremony

g.sMjaiii
^(kettle)

t' ,:

>...•>
■:V

#■

tK? L(freshwater

(ceiihlic
tea

(bamboo tea scoo

- T. (bamboo ladle) ,

5ftt^/u(tea bowl)

?si.
•»v

Ms

JItKCwaste-water bowl)
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Focus Sheet 3-1

A Long Tea-Drinking Tradition

There is much more to the Japanesetea ceremonythanjust drinking a cup oftea.

It is a ritual thatinvolves a series ofactions carried outin simple and quiet surroimdings.
Ittakes several years to master the art ofmaking,serving,and taking Japanese tea
correctly.

Tea drinking in Japan dates back to the Middle Ages when the Japanese were

introduced to tea by the Chinese. Atfirst,tea was used byZen prieststo help them stay
awake during mediation. Over the centuries all kinds ofrules were developed for canying
outthe tea ceremony.

The tea ceremony is more popular today than ever before. Not only does it teach

people about Japanese culture,it also helps them think in disciplined way. Some people

say thatlearning the tea ceremony is like learning the steps ofcomplicated and elegant
dance. The host and guests concentrate throughout the long ceremony,and everyone
involved knows in advance whatthey are expected to do.
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Foclis Sheet 3-2
A Formal Noontime Tea

one is performed

depends onthe Occasion ortime of

Aformal noontimetea ceremony is performed by

a hostfor upto five guests.The guests areinvited to a specialtea house surrounded by a
garden.\N^enthey arrive,they must waitfifteen minutes ina sniall room nearthe garden

gate. An atteiidantleadsthem to an putdbor waiting area. The host and guests greetone

room

in thefire pit

it.

in the kettle boils,the guests are served a
in silence. Keeping silent is
a thick.

concentrate on

IS

end,drawing the ceremony to a close.
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Work Sheet 3-1

Survey

like

dislike

person 1.

person 2.

person 3.

person 4.

person 5.

person 6.

person?,

persons,

person 9.

person 10.
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Assessment Sheet3-1

Draw6 picture ofJapanese tea ceremony utensils.

2.
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Word Bank 3-1

1. ceremony;a set offormal acts

2. ritua:l:theseries ofactions used in a religidus or other ceremony
3.surroun<^ngs: the things or condStioiisaround
4. master:to acquii^knoy^

5. priest:a pCTtoM Avho is appointed to perform

regions

6.meditetion:deep and quiet thinking

7. discipline:training that produces obedience,self-control,or a particular skill
8. elegant:tastefiil,refined,and dignified in appearance or style

% Concentrate:to use employ all one'sthou^tor attention or efforton something
10. variation: varying,the extent to which something varies
11. charcoal:a black substance made by burning wood used as fuel
12. pit: a hole in the ]p-ound
13. hatmony: agreement,concord

14:brew:aliquid made by brewing
15. reSeriible:to be like

16. sip:to dritik in smallmouthfuls
17. utensil: an instrument or conimnerfor domestic use

18.smolher:ti)jptoout or keepd
19.frothy:foamy
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Poster 4-1

Japanese Kimonps

f
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Focus Sheet 4-1
Seasonal Kimonos

kimonos. The^]^

is a floorlength silk robe embroidered with intricate designs. This

garment,which has no buttons or zippers,is held together by a sash at the waist. Fortwo
thousand years Japanese nien,women,girls,and boyshave worn many varieties ofthis

lovely robe.On >Jew Year's Day,people all oyer Japan wear their best kimonosto Shinto
■shrines.- '"-- '^:-'

'

color and quality,Li^t and comfoilable kimonos calledyukata are wornin stto
cozy flitoelkimonos called hernaki are woriiin winter. There are formal kirnonos in

are well knOwn fdr their creation of exqthsitely patternedkimonos. The most complicated
designs are woven on hand-operated looms.
a

on at the same time, the outer kunonOvWhich is made of heavier silk, comes next. It has

the right. Instead of a light sash, a wottianputs on an obi, whichis a wide band of

embroidered silk that wraps very tightlyaround her waist area. A w^Oman ina kimono

may look beautiM,but she is not very comfortable.It is difficult to breathe, lift the aims,
bend over, or take normal-sized steps.
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Work Sheet 4-1

Make a Kimono

Make the kimono pictured below by following
these steps. Use two kinds of Japanese paper.

You can also use gift wrap for the outside and
tissue paper for the lining.

1. Measure the parts of the kimono shown on this
page—the length and width of the body sleeves,
and belt. Use these measurements for your kimono.

2.Cut a rectangular piece of patterned paper that is
the length of the body of the kimono and twice
the width shown.Cut a piece of one-colored

Japanese paper or tissue paper the same size.
3.Paste the wrong sides of the two pieces together.
4.Fold the body of the kimono lengthwise towards
the middle. You can do this by dividing the width

of your paper into four exact parts. Mark these
divisions lightly at the top and bottom of your
paper.Fold one quarter in towards the middle.
Now do the same on the other side. Fold back the
collar and left side of skirt into small triangles to
reveal the lining of the kimono.

5.Cut one long rectangle for the sleeves as shown,
6. Make the neck piece of the kimono from another

rectangle of colored paper twice the length of the
width of this kimono.Fold as shown.

7.Insert the neck piece and
fasten it with a dab of

m

glue. Make a belt,or obi,
from the same-colored

paper and glue the ends
to the back of the kimono

8.To finish,glue the body

a

M6

onto the sleeves.

Use your own kimono to decorate a

gift or your binder.Frame it and
hang it on your wall. Get your
friends to make kimonos and put up
a kimono display on your classroom

m

m

bulletin board. Glue your kimono
onto a card, write a haiku poem
inside,and send it to a friend.
m
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mi

w

1. enibfpider:to onmment with needlework

2. intricate: very complieated

3.zipper;afastening device consisting oftwo flexible str
4.sash:a long strip ofcloth worn around the waist

5.cozy:warto alto conifbrtoble
6.flannel: a Mnd ofloosely woven woolenfabric

7. artisan:a skilled manual workman ih industry or trade

8. exquisitely: having specialbeauty
9.loom:att instrumentfor weaving cloth
10. slip: a long itorrow strip ofIhih cloth
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^AFoCus^ Slieet"5-1^:;
New Year

'
^

The Japanese hold festivals during every season. The year begins wth the biggest

celebration ofall.New Year.People start preparingforit early in December.They pay all
their debts,clean their home,and put up decorations. They buy new clothesfor
themselves and gifts for theirfriends. Atrnidnight on New Year's Eve the ropes ofthe

giant bells atthe Buddhisttemples are ptilled 108timestbfing out lOiS sips. Everyone
visits Shinto shrines sometime during the first week ofthe year.
New Year's Day is like a birthday party because everyone adds a year to his or
her age.People eat a special breakfast and dress in their best kimonos. They openNew

Year cards. Ghildren receive gifts ofmoney.The day is reserved for visiting family and
friends.

Piue,bamboo,and rope areused in New Year decorations.Pine stands for long
life,and bamboo represents flexibility. Rope is a symbolofthe sun goddess,Amaterasu.
Accordingto legend,Amaterasu hid in a cave after her brother,the wind god,destroyed

her rice fields. The sun disappearedfrom the sky,and the whole world wasthrown into
darkness.Ei^t million god and goddesses gathered outside the Cave with a plan to lure

out Amaterasu. They began singing and dancing.\¥hen the sun goddess poked herhead

outto see what was going on,the gods grabbed her. They placed a rope overthe
entrances ofShinto sluines and decorate homes at New Year.
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. ^-\Focus Sheet,5-2

\

.'r'

.

V^;' Festive Flying

In sprmg the sky is Med v^ththousands ofkites.People spend a great deal pf

time and ener^f making great big ones.Some are so large diatthey need to be skillfully
controlled by many people holding severalstrings. The best place to see spectacular kites
is in Na^saki,where there is a giant kite festival every April. Kite-flying competitions
are held in which competitors try to keep their kites in the air as others try to knock them
down with their kites.
Summer Festival

can see people climbing poles. Walking in processions,racing boats,playing tug-of-war^
and making a lot ofnoise. You mighteven be lucky enough to spot a giant creature.
or

summer festival,a pageant offantastic floats on great wooden wheels winds its way
through the city ofKypto.
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Work Sheet 5-1

Make a Fish Kite

May5 is Ghildren's Dayin Japan; It was once celebrated as Tango no Sekku(Boy's
Festival). A kite in the shape ofa carp wasflown outside the house for each boy in the

family. The carp fepresehts qualities parents want their chiidreh to posses.,,strength,
courage and determination.

—)

Preparation
Each chiid will need:

•Tagboard strips -1" X 12"(2.5 X 30.5 cm)

•Materiai for fish - butcher paper,tissue paper or
unbleached muslih for this project.

12" X 20" (30.5 X 50.7 cm)-1 per child
2"X 8" (5.0X2O.5cm)-2perChild
2" XI2" (5,0 X 30.5cm)-6 per child
•Crayons or felt pens
•Glue
•Scissors

•Hole punch
•String

•Stick -1 per child - This can be dowling, bamboo
plant stakes, or thin branches

Steps to follow:
E

1. Form a ring by stapling the tag strip.
2. Decorate your material with eyes, gills, scales
using crayons or marking pens. If paper,draw
your designs. If cloth, draw your design with

Q)

wax crayon, cover with newspaper and press
with a warm iron to set the color. (Teacher

3. Glue the fish together to form a tube. Glue

long fin strips to the end. Glue short fin pieces
to sides. Glue the ring inside the front to keep it open.
Make three holes in the ring end with a hole
punch. Tie 15" strings to each hole. Tie the other end
to your stick.

4. Make three holes in the ring end with a hole punch.
Tie 15" (38.5 cm)strings to each hole. Tie the other end
of each string to your stick.
Take outside - run across playground to make the fish "swim" in the air.
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A^ird Bank54

4.;
.2^^'

3.sin:the bregJdng ofa religions or morallaw
4. add:tojoin as an increase

5. pine:an ever^een bee with heedle-shabed leaves
6:bambOo:a giant tropical grass with hollow stems
I. ■■ ■"■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■■ ■ ■ 
8.

9. disappear: to cease to be visible
10. lure: to attract
II.

12. ^ab: to take something suddenly
13. cave:a naturalhollow inthe side of a hill,cliff, or underground
14. entrance: a door or passage by which one enters
15. fill: to make or become full

16. competitipn: a contest
17. cohipetitdn orie who competes

18; procession: a number ofpeople or boats or vehicles, etc.
19. tug-of-war: a contest m which two teams hold a rope at opposite ends and pull rmtil

20.
OA.

22, parade: a procession ofpeople or things ina display or exhibition
23. pagean^t: apublic show consisting of a procession of peoplein costumes

24. fantastic: designediiia very imaginative style
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Focus Sheet 6-1

Natiue is the mostimportanttheme in Japanese culture. Ils beauty
have inspired poets,painters,aiwinuisiciaiB. Man^

and festivals

highUght nature's endi0s cycles. Although most people appreciate nature,the Japanese
celebrate every change the seasons bring.In Spring they rejoice atthe arrivalofhew

floAvers,and in autiminthey deUght m the spectacular colors ofthe leaved Even in winter
people go to icy^ peaceful parks and forests to view the snow.
For frfly-one weeksofthe year the cherrytree looks ordinary. But when it blooms
for one short week in spring,everyone in Japan celebrates.People watch the news

eagerlyto find outthe locatioris ofthe more spectacular viewing spots. Thousands of

picnickers gather under boughsexploding with pink and white flowers.People are often
joyful and sad atthe same time because they know thatthe blossoms are only at their

is admired for its iiatural beauty,its fragrantscent,and its warmth.The Japanese say that
a tree hastwo lives;one while itis growing and another when it has been made into a
.useful'Object., . '
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■" -FocusSheet6-2

Sksfllpted Garden

Japanese gardens are works of art createdby unseen hands. Wherever there is

space, peoplemake a^rden.Insteadof lawns and flower beds, Japanese gardens contain
rocks, pebbles, sand, trees, ponds, and running water. These elements are used to create a

miniature world. Rocks represent mountains, a pond stands for an ocean, trees symbolize
a forest, and a running stream Of water reminds people of a river.Inmany homes a

sliding door opens onto a carefully tended garden. Framedby the doorway, the garden
becomes a livingpicture.
^,;'r--r'Bonsai

Bonsai, the ^ ofraisingrniniature trees, is more than a thousand years old.

Dwarfed trees are placedinpots, and the branches and roots are constantly pruned. This
pruningand lack of space restrict the growth of the trees, causing them to become tiny

versions ofhuge trees. Many bonsai are handed down fom one generation to the next^
y;:V'';Ikebana ,

The art of flower arran^ngiscalled ikebana. Japanese flower arrangements are
simple in design, and different flowers mdplants are used depending on the season. The
flowers andbranches are always arrangedto symbolize heaven, earth, andpeople. The

mainupwardbranch represents heaven, the branches to the right are people, andthe
lowest branches on the left stand for the earth.
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Work Sheet 6-1

Make a Cherry Blossom Tree

A cherry blossom tree
Even though the cherry tree blooms only once a

year,you can make an artificial tree that will
decorate your classroom or home all year
round/Find a branch that has fallen from a tree-

Remove all the leaves and then prop the branch

up in a potfilled with earth.Paint the branches

•-A'-v ■»>

brown or black,to resemble the cherry tree's
dark bark- Make tiny blossoms from white or

pink tissue paper.Cutoutcircles,pinch the
centers,and glue the flowers to the branches.
Unlike a real cherry tree, your tree will not lose
f

its blossoms after a few days;The beautiful
blooms can decorate your room or classroom
, for as long as you wish.
,,
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Assessment Sheet6-1

Viewpoints ofNatnre

1.
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Word Bank 6-1

1.inspire:to stimulate a person to creative orother

or to express certain ideas

2.hi^light:to draw special attention
3 appreciate:to value greatly
4. rejoice: to feel or show greatjoy

5. delijpit:tofeel greatpleasure

6.ordin^:Usual,notexceptional
7. bloom:to bear flowers

8. eagerly:fullofstrong desire
9.explode:to burst out
10/'construct:tO''build

11.fragrant: having a pleasant smell

12.stain:to discolor or become discolored by a substance
13. vamish:to coat with varnish

14.sculpt:to sculpture

.■15. _pebbie:'asmallstone^ ■ /■
16. miniature: very small, madeph a small scale

17. frame: toput or ftrm a frame around
18. dwarf: a person, animal, or plant muchbelow the usual size

19. constantly: happening or continuing all the time

20. prune: to himby cuWng away dead or overgrownbranches
21. restrict: to put a limit on

22. represent: to symbolize
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APPENDIX2

UNIT TWO:THE MAGIC SIEVE

Lesson one: Gettingto Know Each Other
Lesson Two:The Poor and the Rich

Lesson Three: The Goblins
Lesson Four: The New Year's Feast

Lesson Five: The Greedy Sister

Lesson Six: The Magic Sieve
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l^son On^;Getting to Know Each^
r■

Gfejectives;

1 To share personal information with each other
2. To build team identity
3. To establish mutual support and synergy in teams
■ 4. Tocieateu'teamnanie- ^' -.;

5. To presenttheir team to the class
Materials:.,-. '

One sheet ofscratch paper per team,one sheetofbutcher paper,felt pens(a
different color for each team member),glue,paste,scissors,construction paper,
and other items as needed by the teams

Involving students* background,interests,and prior knowledge;
Have students form two concentric circles. Circles face each other to share

personal information by asking the questions below. Then have students rotate to
share their information with a new partner.
1. Whatis your name?

2.
3.
4.
5.

Whatis yourfavorite animal/color/food/cartoon/story?
When is your birthday?
Mow many brothers and sisters do you have?
Whatdo your mother and father do?

Teaching with variety:
Task: . ■ "

1. Numbered Heads Together: Divide students into teams. Ask students
in teamsto come up with one ortwo guidelines or rules which it might
be good to have when developing team names. Call on teams and
record some oftheir ideasto consider. Make a list ofthe ideas and
decide what are the mostimportant.
2. Roundtable: Ask eachteam to getout one ijiece ofscratch paper and

one pencil. When directed to start,the team member with the piece of
paper will write his idea forateam name,and passthe paper to the

ri^t The nexfperson will write down anotheridea. Students
continue until you call time. Ifstudents cannotthink ofa nameto
Write,they write'-PASS"on the paper before they pass itto the next
person. Ask studentsto write down as many ideas astheycan. As
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teams are writing names down,circulate around the room to monitor
the team's progress.

3. Spend-A-Buck: Distribute the same amountofplay money to each
team member. Askthem to spend the money onthe namesthey like
the most. They can spend their money on one or more names. After
name, ine team name with hignest value is the team s name.

4. Team Project: Give studentstwenty minutes or more to develop a way
to presenttheirteam to the class They can use askik song,poster,
poein,or other wayto introducetheirteam and its name. Assign each
team roles to do as theydo thistask such as"Gatekeeper"to see that
everyone on the tehm participate,'taskmaster"to^^v^^^

keep everyone pptask,"Cheerleader"to haveteams celebrate good
ideas,and"Recorder"to write down ideas

5. Teain Presentatiphs: Have teamstake turns presenting theirteam to
the class. After each presentation,havethe class give a round of
applause.'
Assessment:

Pair up students in each team and have them answer the questions on Assessment
Sheet 1-1.
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Lesson Two; The Poor and the Rich

Objectives:
1. To increase sensory awareness by experience with both real and imaginary
objects and stimuli
2. To begin work in both relaxation and simple movement
3. To try being someone else in a familiar situation
4. To role-play the first scene ofthe play
5. To work simultaneously on team projects
Content: The first scene ofthe play

Vocabulary: relative,fortune,separate,coal,shiver,celebrate,alas,favor,lend,
spare,ashamed,fisherwoman,mend,net,clumsy,selfish,mountain,towards
Materials:

Work Sheet 2-1, Work Sheet 2-2,Work Sheet2-3
Additional Materials:
Pictures oftrees

Involvingstudents^hacb^round,interests,and pnor khowl^ge:

1. ifeve you ever read any folktales? Ifyes,whatarei^ey about?
2. Have you ever heard any stones aboutthe sea?
3. Which Chinese stories Mk aboutthe poor people and the rich people?
Teaching with variety:
Visual: Pictures oftrees
Task:
1. Sense Awareness: Take the class outside the classroom and have a

vyallL Have students think aboutthe questions on Work Sheet 2-1

wl^

Afierthey retUrnto the classroom,have them

diiscuss whattheyfound. Then have them discuss going outin
different weather or at a differenttime ofyear such as what to wear,
how the air will feel,and whatthey \vill find that Will be differeirt.
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;2v Creative Mdve^^

Use pictures oftrees and have students look at

the pictures and lalk aboutthem. Encourage words like "straight,
strongjtall." Have students stand the way the trees stand.
3. Characterizatipn; Seta simple situation-^.g.,a storekeeper and two

custoniereisee WorkSh

2-2). Divide class into groups. Talk about

what kind ofstore it is,and whatthe custoihers might be buying,
chairs to define areas for each group- Have theni play all at ohce
Encourage niovementand dialogue consistentwith situation and
character.

4. TPR: Role-play--Divide studentsinto groups. Have them practice
the dialogue on Work Sheet2-3,then ^k them to act out the dialo^e.
5. Team Project: Assign students into teams,thenassign each team a

different task. The castteam focuses on today's scene;the prop team
starts to work on goblin's masks;and the staging team worte on the

boat(see Team ihxjject Work Sheet).
Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities:
Creatmg Chain Stories: Use today's scene as a start,then have students take turns

adding one or two sentences to continue the stoiy. Put all the sentences together
arid read the story they create
Assessment:

1. Have students act outdiedialogueofthe scene.
2. Ply Swatter:Divide students into groups.Havethem work on today's
vocabulary for afew minutes,then ask them to come to the front.Putthe

Vocabulary words on the board,and the teacher says one ofthe definitions Of
the words,then one ofthe studentsfrom the group has to slap on the word
using the fly swatter. Whoever slaps on the right Card first wins a point.
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JLesson Tbree: The Goblins

/.Objective:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

.

To explore a familiar sensoiy experience with its related feelings
To enjoy rh3dhmic activity involving five senses
To explore characters offantasy
To role-play the second scene ofthe play
To work simultaneously on team projects

Content: The second scene ofthe play

Vocabul^: goblin,swarm,fill,trap,murder,bother,bribe,exchange,whisper,
greedily,special,plead,pretend,consider,shake,sieve,treat,grab,goblin wordsweird,spooky,strange,ghostly,eerie,monstrous,freakish,beautiful,charming
elegant,graceful,gentle,calm,easygoing
Materials:

Focus Sheet3-1,Work Sheet3--1,
Additional Materials:

Rain music,record(Dance ofthe SugarPlum Faiiy by Tschaikovsky)
Involving students* background,interests,and prior knowledge:
Ask studentsthe following questions:

1. Whathappened ill the first scene ofthe play?
2; Do you like any story with goblins in it?
Ifyes,whatis the story a
3. Can anyone use a sentence to describe a goblin?

Teaching with variety:
Task:

1. Sense Awareness: Take the class outside the classroom to the

sandboXv Read the poem on Focus Sheet3-1 to students Then Mye
students remove shoes for fun. Have them all establish their own

imaginary sandboxin their ownspace. Returnto the classroom and
have students discuss about the questions on Work Sheet 3-1.
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2. Creative Movement: Begin the music,talk about rain sounds and

aboutlistening at that time. Have students express their own
individual responses to the rain. Running,splashing,dancing,

lauj^ngin glee,liftingfaces,tasting,feeling therain beating on their
3. Characterization: Tell a story ofleprechauns and pots ofgold. Pair
students so that one is a leprechaun and one is a happy child;later
reverse roles, Show pictures offairies,elves,and goblins and have
them talk about it. Then have them listen to the record and ask them

turn into whichever one they choose.

4. TPR: Role'^play^Divide^

into groups. Have them practice

the dialogue on Work Sheet3-2 and ask them to act outthe dialogue.

5. Team Project: £)ivide students into teams. Have the castteam work
on both the first and the second scene. Have the prop team work on
"gold"and "salt"and the staging team work on bamboo screens(see
Team Project Work Sheet).
Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities:

DrawingPictures: Have students use their imagination and draw a picture ofa
goblin based on their imagination.Then ask them to write five sentences to describe their
pictures.

Assessment:

1. Have students act outthe scene for today.
2. Have the cast team act out the second scene in the class.

3. Use Assessment Sheet 3-1 to assess today's vocabulary.
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Lesson Four: The New Year's Feast

Objectives:

verbally;

2. To explorethe basic physical

emotional factors in body movement

3.

4, To role-play the third scene ofthe play
:5:;

Content: The third scene ofthe play

Vdcabnlarv: precious;ahxionsly,spreail,tatamiv amaze,appear,neighbor,
indeed,plenty,envy,afford,presence

' Materials::;-:;-'
Work Sheet4-1

Additional Materials:

Pictures with(|ifferentthings happening,triangle,small drum,and stringed
instfumetit,pictures ofsea creatures,music
Involving students'bacleground,interests,and prior knowledge:

and haye each group make up the ideal menu for a
New Year's party.

Teaching with variety:

Visual: Pictures with different things happening,pictures ofsea creatures
Task:

1. Sense Awareness: Touch—Puta wide variety ofsmall objectsin a
Surprise Box. Ask each studentto reach in,touch,and describe one

thing,notby whatit is or how itis used,butby what can be learned by
handling it. Hearing—Ask studentsto close eyes and listen carefully
dubllthe sounds around them;

:

soundsthey heard Eiicourage them make soi^
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into the sound using the whole body. Seeing—Present pictures with
many different things happening. Have students examine them
carefully and putthem away. Divide the class into groups and ask
them to act out different things they saw. Then have them discuss the
pictures and the actions.
2. Creative Movement; Have students distinguish between threedimensional shapes and simple straight lines,then ask them to make a
straight line with their arms. Use one arm and see how many different
ways and at how many different places it can make bentlines. Use
sound oftriangle as a signal,and at each signal ask students to make a
bent line using as many arms and legs as they want.

3. Characterization: Ask students questions aboutthe many types ofsea
creatures which exist. Have them think aboutthe kind ofsea creature

each one would like to be. Play the music and ask students to dance as
the creatures perform. Then discuss about what it is like to be
someone other than themselves.

4. TPR: Role-play—Divide students into groups. Have them practice
the dialogue on Work Sheet4-1,then ask them to act out the dialogue.
5. Team Project: Divide students into teams. Have the castteam work

on the first,second,and the third scene. Have the prop team work on
props and the staging team work on"waves"(see Team Project Work
Sheet).
Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities:

Developing a Sentence with Action Words: Have students come up with a list of
action words thatthey can find from Work Sheet4-1. Then ask each studentto
make a sentence with one ofthe action words. Their sentences have to be
different from others.
Assessment:

1. Have students act out the dialogue ofthe third scene.
2. Have the castteam act out the third scene in class.

3. Use Assessment Sheet 4-1 to assess today's vocabualry.
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Lesson Five: The Greedy Sister

Objectives:

1. To discover the inner body sensation related to mc'vement,balance,tensibii,
^^and':relaxation;

2. To explore different niovements,as percussive,limp,and rigid

3. To gain in understanding offamily feelings and problems
4. To role-play the fourth scene ofthe play
5. To work simultaneously on team projects
(3(mtent: Thefeuilfa scene ofthe play
Vocabulary: doubtful,determine,creep,steal,row,tiicik,heavy,pour,sink,
bottom,motion,taste,salty, spirit,stiff,rigid, unbending,inflexible,limb,loose,
slack,elastic,limber
Materials:

Work Sheet 5-1

Additibnal Materials:

Record(Fireworks by Stravinsky)
Involving students* background,interests,and prior knowledge:

Have students sit in one large circle,and a sieve is passed around. In turn,each

Student must make a wish,turnthe sieve to the right,tuTh the sieve to the leftand
say,"Stop,sieve,stop."

Teaching with variety:
Task:

1. Sense awareness: Ask students to tense different parts ofthe body and
sense how the muscles feel when being used,whencommg mto and
out ofaction. Have them raise and lower first right arm,then left,to
slow countto five. Same with right and left leg. Have them talk about
differentfeelings ofmuscles in use and in relaxation.
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2. Creative^doyement: Play the record and ask studentsto move about
being their own favorite kind offireworks. Ask students to imagine
they are marionettes and have them move like marionettes. Then
develop opposite ideas ofstiffand limp. Have students sit on the floor

limply untiltheleacher pullsthe strings,djen move lifce^^^^^^
stiffly until the strings are dropped.

3. Characterizaiion: Have studentstalk about members pfa family,their
ages,relationships,feelings;love>m!spect,dping^fi

Divide studentinto^oups and havethem play realli^^ situations
such as picnic,makingsandwiches,shopping,etc. Have them talk
about uriderstanding each other,about needs,hopes,fears,dignity,
problems ofaggression and hostility,and how they caii solve them.
Have students play out a scene in which one memberofthe family has
one ofthe problems discussed.

4. TPR: Role-playT-Divide Students mto grptips. Have students practice
the dialogue on Wprk Sheet 5-1,then ask them to act outthe dialogue.
5. Team Project: Divide students into teams. Have the castteam work
on the first,second^third,and the fourth scene ofthe play Havethe
prop team work pn the rest ofthe props needed. Have the staging
team work on"walls"(see Team Project Work Sheet)
Respondingto dtyei^ity with arange oiactivity

Usingthe Author's Descriptive Words: After students read the whole play,talk
together aboutthe descriptive wordsthe author uses. Have students placethe wordsin
their vocabulary booklets and onthe room chart or ask the Class membersto use these
words in written Sentences oftheir own.
Assessment:

1. Have smdents act out the dialogue ofthe fourth scene.
2. Havethe castteam rehearse the whole play in class.

3. Word Charades: Divide the class into two teams.Prom each team member
collect a vocabulary word written on a slip ofpaper thatcould be easily be
dramatized. Place the words into a team envelope. Students take turns to
pantomime a word taken from the opposite team's envelope. The team that
collects the most points wins.
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Lesson Six: The Magic Sieve

Objectives:

1. To gain the whole idea ofthe play
2. To rehearse the whole play
3. To perform the whole play
Materials:

All the props needed,the materials for staging,and costumes
Rehearsals:

Physical warm-ups:

1. Have students stretch up as high as possible,then flop forward so thatthe
head and arms hang downward loosely.
2. Have students walk around the class,changing direction frequently but taking
care notto bump into anyone.
Pre-reading improvisations:

Divide the class into seven groups,each one including a narrator and make up of
the number ofstudents required for each scene. Give each group sufficient time to
discuss character and motivation inthe scene they are working on.
Group 1. Works on the relationship betweenthe two families,and includes a
scene before the play begins that clarifies the feelings between the brother,the
sister,and the wife. Cast offour(including narrator).
Group 2. Explores the scene between the brother and the fisherwoman.Is the

fisherwoman other than she seems to be? Groups may elaborate on any textual
theories or ideas to strengthen the work. Cast ofthree(including narrator).

Group 3. Works onthe meeting with the goblins. Students elaborate on the
creation ofdifferent types ofmountain men,each with a distinctive voice,walk,
and attitude; and the verbal and physical exchange between the goblins and the
brother. Cast ofseven(including narrator).
Group 4. Works on the arrival ofthe brother,the trying out ofthe gift,and the
decision to have a big New Year's celebration for the whole neighborhood. Cast
ofthree(including narrator).
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narrator).

Group6. Begins asthe party is over,and the sister determihesto steal the
treasured object Cast oftwo—the sister and the narrator.

Group 7. This is the final scene,ehdingin thedeath ofthe sister arid theloss of

Rehearsing with the script:

Havestudents read through the scene with the group,and point out particular
prOriunciatibn problems. Guide students' movements and utterances.

Consolidation rehearsal with script:

Havestudents rehearse the scene once more using the script. Theri use the lastfew
minutesto discuss anypir>bkriis iel^irig to the scene,arid let stude^
additional directions on their scripts.
Dress rehearsals without script:

performance. This meansinsisting on silence back-stage,eprrect positions tit the
start ofscenes,and fiill cbneentration.Each member pfthe group should
respmisible for hisor her outfit;
Performance

tearijchecksevery prop;and the stagingteam sets up the sta^ Help students
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Assessment Sheet 1-1
Reflections and Affirmations

Part one:Reflection questions

1. How did your team do during the Roundtable section ofthe task?

2. Why was this easy or difficult for your team?

3. How did each member ofthe team participate in developing the team presentation?

4. What was the most difficult part ofpresenting your team?

5. What might you do differentlyto help your team be more successful?

Part two: Affirmations

1. I liked your suggestion of

2. You were great when

3. Thank you for
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Work Sheet 2-1

Exploring the Four Senses

Discussthe following questions with your partner.

1. Whatcolors do you see? Whatis the most interesting shape?

2. What does the air feel like? Sun? Wind? Rain?

3. Whatcan you touch?Do you like the way itfeels?

4. How many smells can you smell? When you smell some kind offood you like,have
you noticed how you can almost taste it too?

5. Whatsormds do you hear? What sounds can you make with feet on the ground?

6. Whatdo you see moving in a way that you like? Could you movethat way?
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Work Sheet2-2
The Poor and the Rich

Narrator: Two relatives, whose fortunes had separated,prepared to welcome in the
//New''Year.v

,

Brother: The brother...

Wi£e:Tiisjwife../
Sister: And his sister...

Narrator: Lived next d^

to each bther;

Sister: Tbe sister was very rich and had many things.
Sisterpitts on necMace m

Brother: But her brother was poor;he did noteven haye ettou^ coal leftin his hibachi

The sister warms herselfat herfirkl^e CO

Wife: Hs wife longed to make cakes to celebrate the New Year,but alas,she had no

rice, She asked her husband,"Please take this empty bowl and ask your sister,asa
specialfevor,to leiid us SOnierice.'^

Brother: So the brother wentnext door(he bows)."We have no rice for Nevv Year's
breakfast. Will youlend usjust alittle?I will return it as soon asI can."
Sister: rhave none to spare(turns him away).

He exitsfrom the sister's hameiDepending on staging,sister and wifeshould exitduring

jBrother: The brother was ashamedto return home to his vbfe empty-handed. He
decided to walkfor aWhile;He took the path towardsthe sea. The day was as
cold as his sister's words.

Fisherwoman: A fisherwoinan vvas mending her nets. Herfingers Were old and clumsy.
She said,"please,young man,help meton my net.''
■Brother:^';<jrlamy;;,' , - '
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Fisherwoman; Thank you^ the net is heavy for py fingers.You are kind. Tell me,why
do you look so sad?T)onT ydu know thattomorrow is the New Year?

Brother: Yes,but my wife andI go hungry,while others celebrate. The world is a cold
and selfish place.

Fisherwoman: Not all the world is bad. You helped me;now I will help youin return.

moimtains. Wait quietly,and you will see the mountain men.They will

their sieve.Don'tforget.

She exits.

Brother:
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Work Sheet 2-3

Sample Dialogue

A and B are sisters/brothers. They are going shoppingtogether in astore.Here is the
dialogue among these two friends and the storekeeper.
Storekeeper;
A+B:

Storekeeper:

Hi,how are you doing today?
Pretty good,thanks.

Can I help you find anything?

A:

Yeah,we are looking for a birthday giftfor our mom.

B:

And we have only $50.

Storekeeper:

I do have a lot ofgood gifts that are under $50.This necklace is the best
selling gift in our store.

B:

The style is too old-fashioned,I don'tthink our mom would like it.

A:

ButI think it's cute.

Storekeeper:

How aboutthis pin?

A:

I like this pin. It's so beautiftil.

B:

Yeah,Ilike it,too. How much is it?

Storekeeper:

A:
Storekeeper:
B:

Storekeeper:

$45.

Here is $50,and can you wrap itfor us?
Sure. It would take afew minutes,is that ok?
No problem,we'll wait.

Here you go. Thank you,please come again.
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Focus Sheet 3-1

My Sandbox

Sand on mytongue and in my hair.
Sand in my eyes,but I should care!
Between my toes down in my socks.

The sand is grand in my sandbox.
There's nothing else found anywhere
That builds my castles fine and fair
Ofheavy bricks and massive rocks

Like moisty sand in my sandbox.
—by Val Camenish
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Work Sheet 3-1

Having Fuh with the Sand

1. Do you like to squiggle your toes in the diy sand? How do they feel in the moist
sand? '■■ ■

2. Will you build a low fort? A tall castle?

3. Why do we wetthe sand for building?

4. Do yourfingers like the Wetsand?

5.

6.
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Work Sheet 3-2
The Goblins

Goblins appear.

NarratorrA noise like a swarm ofbees around a hive filled the air.
Brother:

i ; the^are

knowthey were goblins. Theyseem to be quarreling.Til

waithere and watch.

GobUnSshoutand push each other,tryingto lift a logfrom a hole in the ground;

Goblin1:^goblin vm trapped there,and cried,"flelp,murder,I'm caught under this
Brother: The young man quickly freed him."There you are,''he said,
Goblinl:The goblin did notbother tothank him."I must have thatcomcake in your

Brother: The young inan renternbered what he had been told and said,"No,Icannot
Narrator:

Goblin 2: Give usthe cake for our dinner and you shall have a bag ofgold.
Goblins: Gold,gold,gold.

Brother: Butthe n^an would notchange his mind."Til notexchange this cakefor allthe
gold on the mountain.''
Narrator: The goblins whispered together,greedily.
Goblin 3: 'Ttotfbrtdl Ourih

gol4?''asked one.

Goblin 4: "%atnmst bea veiy special cake,'tsaidanother.
Goblin 5: "What will you take for it?" pleaded the last.

m

Brother:

'Til give youthis special cpracake for .
Goblins; Yes,yes,go on,for what?

Brother: In exchange forthe sieve in which ypu shake the mountein earth.
Narrator:

Goblins: We are all agreed.

The brother holds out the cake temptingly,just out ofthe goblins'reach. One oftiiem
holds out the sieve.

Goblin 1: Here is our magic sieve.It cannot give ybu gold,but it will give you anything
else that you really need; Treat it well.

Goblin 2: When you make a wish you mustturnthe sieve to the right...
Goblin 5: And when you have enough,then...
Goblin 3:Turn the sieve to the left.

Goblin 4: And don'tforgetto say,"Stop,sieve,stop."
Goblin 1:Here.-;; , ■ ,

Grabsthe cake and runs,with other goblins.
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greedily 11. special 12. plead 13. pretend 14. consider 15. sieve 16.treat 17. grab

l.goblin 2.swarm 3.fill 4.trap 5. murder6.bother 7. bribe 8.exchange 9. whisper 10.

Circle the following words.

Vocabulary Searching

Assessment Sheet 3-1

Work Sheet 4-1

The New Year's Feast

Narrator; And allthe goblins ran with it into the mountains,and were never seen again
Brother: Holding the precious sieve the brother went home.

Wife: His wife had been waiting anxiouslyfor his return,for it was getting dark and
cold."Where have you been for so long? Itis almost New Year.I hope you have
broughtthe rice."

Brother: I have brought you something much better than a bowl ofrice. Here is a
magic sieve that will give us whatever we really need.Let's try it right away.
Narrator: They spread a clean tatami mat and putthe sieve on it.
Wife: Sieve,sieve,please make us some rice.
Brother: And he turned it to the right.

Wife: The wife was amazed to see so much rice appear,enough for many meals.

Brother: Then her husband turned the sieve to the left,and said,"Stop,sieve,stop."
Wife: This is a wonderful magic sieve. Let's share our good fortune and make a New

Year's feastfor all ourfriends and neighbors. And ofcourse, we'll invite your
sister,too."

Narrator: All their neighbors and friends came and enjoyed the feast.
Neighbor 1: Whatexcellentfood,such tasty fish and chicken!

Neighbor 2: How kind ofyou to share your good fortune!

Neighbors: You must have worked hard to provide all this for us.
Neighbor 4: A feast to remember.

Neighbor 5: May fortune be with you allthrough the years.
Wife: Indeed.
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Brother: The brother said,"Itis nothing at all. There is plenty more for all ofyou,as
much as you can eat"

Sister: The sister looked on and was so full ofenvy that she could not eat How could
her brother afford all this,and where did it come from? She asked her brother,
"Did you have a big catch yesterday after all?"
Brother: An old fisherwoman showed me a lucky place. Thank you for honoring us with
your presence.

The neighbors bow andleave,followed by the sister, looking doubtful.
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Assessment Sheet 4-1

Vocabulary
Fill in the blanks and write down the Chinese for each word.

1. pr—-ci—
2.

—
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3. spr

———
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^

4.t—ta ——
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'

■

ze
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8. ind

9.

10.
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11.aff—

^

12. pr — sen
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AVork Sheet5-1

The Greedy Sister

Sister: Thistime she hadto turn away,but she determined to discover her brother's
secret. That night,when all was quiet,she waited outside in the darkness and
looked and listened.

She holds an openfan—the "wall"at which she listens.

Wife: The wife p

sieve in a safe place and said,"Thank you for your magic gifts.''

Aiidfhen she wentto sleep.

The couple exits orsleeps.

Sister: The sister creptinto the house and stole the sieve. She wlked downto the sea
and climbed into a boatthat she keptthere. She rowed out to sea so that she could
not be seen or heard."Til wish for gold,"she said,and startedto shake the sieve
as hard as she could."Make me,lots ofgold..."
The spiritofthe sieve appears upstage.

Spirit ofthe sieve: Those who wish gold from me will get white saltto fillthe sea.
Narrator: Then the sieve started to make salt

Sister: Who spoke?I have been tricked.1 want gold,hot salt! Help me,the saltis too
heavy forthe boat.lt willsiidt! Stop,help me!

Sieve: Butthe sieve wenton pouring salt,and soonthe boat was covered in white salt.
Slowly the boatand the selfish sister and the magic sieve sank to the bottom of
; the sea.'.

The spiritandthesister sink in slow motion to the gpound,coyered bya white cloth that
the spiritplaces overthem. Freeze.

Narrator: The sieve iis still making salt,and thatis whythe sea will alwaystaste salty.
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Teani Project Work Sheet

Cast

l^&natOT Male/Female
Female

Brother Mji/e
Mi^mSsFeTTiale
Fisherwomaii
Goblin 1 Male/FenuFe

Q^FF&iMq/le/FemMeF
Gobim^AMiFW
Goblin ^Male/Female
Goblin 5 Ma/e/Fema/e

Neighbors 1 to 5 Male/Female
Spirit ofthe sieve Ma/e/Fema/e

Staging

stage throughout.
A pair ofbamboo screens set upstage are usefulfor entrances arid exits,and are sufficient
to sugge^various Idcatioris.

Props

Charcoal brazier(alow waste-paper basket),one for each family
Jewelry
A large sieve

A log ofwood
A comcake or muffin

A fishing netor rope
A tatami or woven mat
A small bowl

A white sheet or cloth

;Abag'ofj^ld:
A'bagbfsalt;:V:--'\;^ -^;: ''



shapesfrom felt pieces and ^ye each a"goblin-like appearance"then stiffened the faces
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inch pieces ofdowel.
Costumes

Simple clothes or short kimonos.

The spiritofthe sieve should wear something white.
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